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VIOLATED MAILS



AND LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL HELD ON 12TH MARCH, 1957-

EXTRACT FROM MINUTES OF MEETING OF MEMBERS OF EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

6* POST OFFICE,

The following subjects were discussed

(a) The possibility of making private letter boxes accessible
to the outside normal office hours- It was pointed out that this
could only be done by leaving the Post Office open, which would
be undesirable, or by constructing a new building that would
provide for outside access to the boxes. It was agreed that no
further action should be takeb.

(b) The recent increase in the incidence of theft from and
of parcels arriving in the Colony. The meeting was informed that
as a first step the matter had been taken up with the G.P.O. in
London and a reply was awaited.

The meeting was also informed that according to informati
available to Government the Uruguayan Post Office was being re
organised as a result of a recent post office scandal.
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Copy for OS File

Your Reference

P.O. Reference 1220. OS®

1O| -ves

GENERAL POST OFFICE,

STANLEY,

FALKLAND ISLANDS.

18 th November? 19 57.

Sir, •'
I am directed to refer to our Verification

Notes dated 31st December, 1956 and 17th
January 1957, regarding mistreatment of parcel
and registered mails despatched from your Admin
istration to this office under serial numbers
Lj.0 to Mi inclusive. It will be recalled that
although the contents of the bags had been vio
lated, the outer bags and seals bore no evidence
of mistreatment and it was therefore assumed
that violation occurred prior to shipment.

Since the matter has given rise to some
concern in this Colony and a complete enquiry
will no doubt have been made into the circum
stances of the case, I am to request that the
result of your investigations may be communicat
ed to this Office at your earliest convenience.

I have the honour to be

Sir,

Your obedient servant

Superintendent

The Divisional Controller,
Mount Pleasant Post Office,
Lonlon, E. C. 1.

r



O. 1220 MEMORANDUM.

19 58

Stanley.*.
Colonial Secretary

W58 ;
__ _  e i:

It is requested S\\\
that, in any refer- / ’
ence to this memo-/v
randum the aboveSj5r « 1
number and date'i .
should be quoted.

To.
The Honourable

1 5th ‘February

From.
Superintendent P & T Dept 9

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

| Subject:- Damaged mails from U.K. (Pilfered?)

In response to my letter to the GPO London of 18th November last, .a
copy of which you hold, relating to the mistreatment of parcel and
registered mails despatched from the United Kingdom in November and
December 1953* I beg to submit the following reply from the GPO London.

" With reference to your letter dated 18th November, 1957, I am
directed to inform you that enquiries in the matter are still
proceeding and that you will be notified of the result as soon
as possible.

I am etc. w

Superintendent.
15*2.58







Rgf« 9UU/89

195822nd May

From, Post mas t e r, Colonial secretary

The Honourable

" It is requested
that, in any refer
ence to this memo-
inudum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

MEMORANDUM.

Stanley, Falkland Islands.
Stanley.

Violated MailsSubject

I regret to report that 21 parcels received in the mail on Tuesday
had been violated and contents removed. a further 5I4 parcles had been
wilfully opened and in many cases the contents were found loose in the
mail bags. Fortunately we were able to verify those and replace them t
in the correct wrappings- A careful examination of the bags before opening
revealed no signs of mistreatment and all seals were intact. The par
cel mail received on 16th April was aslo violated but to a lesser degree-
5 parcels only being affected.

In view of the serious nature of these infringements, I propose
reporting the matter to G.P.Q., in the first place by telegram and submit



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

«
W. * ». LTD. ___________________

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Dace

___________ ____ _____________________________________________________________________________ QOj- _____ -

To
POST®!

LOWN______

21 PARCELS VIOLATED IH DESPATCHES 12 14 15 16 RECEIVED 20011 STOP FURRIER

54 UILHJLLY OPENED 17ITH CONTENTS LOOSE El BAGS STOP BAGS BEAR HO SIGNS

MSTREATMHIT AND ALL SEALS INTACT STOP W FOLLOWS GRATEFUL ITATRSTIGATIOH STOP

SIMILAR MINOR OCCURRENCE REPORTED OUR W DATED 16 iXWLL

Time

POSTMASTER



your ref. 1220.cs
in any reply please quote

copy. S r<l{ '

1 k 6

QC-O^. ‘Slf.

The Divisional controller,
Mount pleasant post office,

London, E.C.1.

30th May, 1958o

18810/ss Paraguay star/
21.11.57. regd no.17626/57

Sir,
With reference to your letter dated 6 May,

1958 I am directed to inform you that enquiries
are still not complete and that a reply will he
sent as soon as possible.

I am, sir,
your obedient servant,

??

for Divisional controller

The superintendent,
General post office,
STANLEY,
Falkland islands.



a >. V
Lv* 18810/ss Paraguay star/
\ .-7-® 21.11.56 regd no. 17626/57. ' ' ''l. • L'

OI4I4/IO8

HLB/FMPL. 27th June,
-- >. t , ' ’• ‘ i: •?

... i - ../> . ( f
\. c .

SiP’ ■< • H ' J 9 J;

3^ I acknowledge receipt of your letter
'dated JOth M.ay-r 195S? and note that your
enquiries concerning violated Falkland
islands1 mails during December, 195&, are
not yet complete.

58.

I have recently beeiyn contact with a
Mr. D.B.B.Powell of the Falkland islands
meteorological service who has been making
individual representations to the British
post Office through his M-P* regarding this
and other postal matters. Mr. powell ad
vises me that his M.F. has been informed by
the united Kingdom Postal Authorities that
the violations occurred on board s.s. ’’Para
guay star”, and in view of the absence of
further particulars I am to ask that you will
be good enough to confirm this statement.

I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,

4.posypaster.

The Divisional Controller,
mount pleasant post office,
LONDON, E.U.1.



'9>



5 M-0 H

1881O/SS Paraguay Star/
21.11.56 regd No.17626/57.
044/115

7th October, 58.

Sir,
I am to advise you that no reply has been

received to my letter 044/108 dated 27th June,

1958, of which a copy is enclosed. An early
reply would be appreciated.

lam, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

The Divisional Controller,
Mount Pleasant Post Office,
LONDOi , E.C.1.





GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE -iHA z

SENT

FALKLAND ISLANDS

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

to ________2/j, IQ, 1 -- -r

To

.. -■ ..''Iks -.Wii ■ '• (HZ-* a/c )

C-ratei'ul co learn earliest present position re^arui.ig ear registered

despatch Jo#2 date 22nd January reported not veaciv. u subjeoc v± ,your

verlii.Tc.-i bion note loth -,:ay



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

No. 16. From Inland .Section, London, 

To.. Colonial Secretary.

Despatched: 28th October,

Received: 28th October,

19 58 Time : 13U5«

19 58 Time : 12+30.

Reference your telegram 25th October. Enquiries
still proceeding but receipt of registered mail despatch
serial 2 still cannot be confirmed.

INLAND SECTION
LONDON (18800/019/58)

P/L:FH





COPY.

Your reference

STANLEY, Falkland Islands.

1.5 th November! 9.58.

|3.11. <’’3.

In any reply
please quote : OWa/23

General Post Office,

Sir,

Whilst taking delivery of the mail which
arrived this morning the foreman reported that
a bag of mail was open in the hold. The mail
Officer examined the bag and found the label,
seal and string, which appears to have been cut,
lying on the rdeck near the open bag. The contents
of the bag wSs checked and the number of parcels
found to agree with the figure Quoted on the label.
The parcels appeared in good condition but a closer
examination on arrival at the Post Office revealed
that one of the parcels had been violated and part
of the contents removed.

I should be grateful if you would cause an
enquiry to be made into the circumstances under
which the mail was received on board and its
subsequent stowage and discharge. Since the
matter must be reported to London by the next
outward post, it would be appreciated if a copy
of your report could be made available to this
office on your return from the forthcoming coast
wise voyage.

I shall be pleased to supply any information
which you may require in connection with your in
vestigations.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant

The Master,
RMS "Darwin”
at STANLEY, Falkland Islands.

(SGDa) H. L
^Postmaster.

r



COPY

THE DIVISION*L CONTROLLER,
MOUNT "PLEASANT POST OFFICE,

LONDON, E.C. 1.

9th October, 1158.

•Vith reference to your letter dated 27th June, 1958,
I am to confirm that certain violations to mails occurred
oa the s. s. Paraguay Star, which were found when the vessel
disembarked mails at Montevideo, on the 10th December, 1956O

a translation of a Montevideo !Act‘-T is enclosed. From
this it will be seen that PB 2x6 is referreU.T57"Nyrlt it seems
clear that PB. 2x1 is meant.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

(sgd) B.J.Afford.

for Divisional Controller

Postmaster,
G.P. 0. ,

Port Stanley.
Falkland Islands



COPY.

DOLP at Montevideo this 10th day of the month of December,
1956 - On proceeding to take over the mail brought by the.
English steamship ’F‘. \‘GU/ Y STAR1 which w -s moored in berth
No. 4, it could be seen that three bogs 0.1 parcels' for Port
Stanley, a red label bag destined for Montevideo, as well ms
a bag o.1' sample p.- ckets addressed to Port Stanley had been
slit.
Investigptions which aere made revealed the following:
Bag No 4’6, the stated contents six parcels were found to be
in order. Parcel Pag o 27 Serial 465 the label showed
three parcels nos 1539-1533-1541 which ere found to bear
signs of violation, ■'•■■reel Bag Mo. 7, serial No 46 destined
for Port Stanley per the ship ’Protector1, the label showed
seven a reals, six of which -ere in good condition and one
Nd 3529 ha 1 pp°rently been violated. An unnumbered bag,
Serial 4-1 with letters nN Ordinary samples to all appearances
in good condition, I state some of the items were violated.
Registered bag for Montevideo entered to Mo 47 on the form
013 h~d 1o items in good condition a N. items No 1633 ad dressed
to Senor Mejandro ’.Vehlgemuth No 177 calle Durazno apartment 4
and No 1634 addressed. To senor .tries "ehlgemuth bearing signs
of violation. There being nothing further to report, there
is drawn up an Original statement a ' six copies thereof
-’hich are duly signed by the competent officials in this place
unler date -s ab-ive, It remains to je str ten th- t the bugs
in Question -ere sealed o. icirlly to their due course circulation.



POST OFFICE ANNOUNCEMENT - CAMP AND STANLEY AN1W UNCEMENTS.
wm?. Sty

It has now "been confirmed that the serious mail

violations that occurred in the case of the 1956

Falkland Islands Christmas mail did in fact take place

on a ship carrying the mail from the United Kingdom to

Uruguay. This information has been received both by

the Postmaster and by Mr. Brian Powell who has been

in touch with Sir Gerald Wills, a Member of Parliament,

on the subject. Sir Gerald Wills has been assured

by the Postmaster General that everything possible is

being done to eliminate both the misdirection of

mails and the violation of mails addressed to the

Falkland Islands.

Unfortunately losses are still occurring and there

have been a number of violations this year all of

which are being investigated by the General Post Office.

The sort of information provided to the Postmaster and

to Mr. Brian Powell by private individuals with regard

to the loss of mail and parcels has helped considerably

in the investigations and it is always a great help to

the authorities in their enquiries if people who have

good reason to believe that either inward or outward

parcels and mail have gone astray would give the full

particulars to the Postmaster.
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O6O2|/A Sth January; 1959

Dear Maurice,
Y.o are becoming very concerned about the high incidence of

mail violations that nor/ seem to be occurring with almost mon
otonous regularity in the case of both inward and outward Colony
mails and I should be very grateful if you would look into the
matter end see what can be done on our behalf'.

The worst incident occurred two years ago (in December, 1956)
when five bags of ordinary mail were received here with the contents
removed and thirty-six items in the registered mail were violated.
If I remember rightly you were here at the time and you will prob
ably recall the incident.

&
But the position is still just as bad as you will see from the

following table of violations that have taken place during 195$ in
the case of the inward mails

Despatch No. 2 8 parcels violated wit! i part or all contents

it 9 6
removed

:: it i: >s t: n it
II 10 n n » it ii m n
J? " 34 5 n n h it n t! ft

II ” 15 3 n tt ft St tl it If

1? " 16 3 it » rt fl tl ft ft

II ” 18 4 ” ” also 1 parcel not received
H

tl
” 20
" 22

1
6

« «
also 3 parcels not received

n

H
" 24
” 26

2
1
parcels not received
parcel not received.

IThat _is particularly disturbing is that in all cases themcAls have
been received by this Post Office with the seals intact and the
outer bags _:Ln perfect condition. ’..e are absolutely satisfied, and
we had not overlooked the possibility, that those violations could
not have occurred here in the Falkland Islands.

In addition we seen to have lost bags from our outward mail.
Our outward surface despatch No. 2, which left here on the 22nd
January, 1958, originally contained 8 bags. One of these bags (of
registered items addressed to Great Britain (Provinces) ) has not
yet reached its destination. ’'ore recently we have been told that
our surface mail No.11 from Stanley on the 20th August has not yet
been received and some doubt exists with regard to the arrival of a
later despatch forwarded by air on the 16 th September.

From of all this you will see that violations have now become
more the rule than the exception and I think you will agree that this
is rather disturbing.

But there is another aspect of the matter which is also causing
us some concern. V.e hero have got the impression that the General
Post Office are not particularly interested in our troubles. This
may well be a completely false impression andyou and I both know how
easy it is to form a wrong impression when one is corresponding over
a distance of 8,000.miles. It is, however, very difficult to escape
such a conclusion when one looks tlirough the files of correspondence
from the Divisional Controller at Mount Pleasant Post Office as I
have done.

M. A. Willis, Esq., O
Colonial Office,

Great Smith Street,
LONDON, S.V.I.

, ' /for ‘instance
agdt/fh



- 2 -

For instance Sir Gerald Wills, a Member of Parliament, was told by the
Postmaster General on the 28th April that our Christmas mail in 1956
had come to grief on the ’’Paraguay Star”. It is not, however, until
the 9th October, 1958 (Annexure A) that the Post Office tell us
officially that happened to our 1956 mail and then only after our Post
master had written to them and told them that a private individual
here had been informed by his M.P. that the United Kingdom Postal
Authorities had admitted that violations occurred upon this particular
ship.

Quite a lot of correspondence has been exchanged between Mr. Powell,
a resident of Stanley, and Sir Gerald Wills. I won’t trouble you with
copies of all of it but a comparison of the contents of this correspondence
and the information on our fules obtained from the General Post Office
makes it abundantly clear that a great deal more trouble has been taken
(or appears to have been taken) with regard to our troubles over mai 1 s
as a result of the intervention of a Member of Parliament and a great
deal of information has been provided to him that has never been pro
vided to this Administration. You will appreciate that the position
is rather awkward inasmuch as the idea will inevitably gain ground here
that if you want something done you’ve got to get a Member of Parliament
on to the job and there is not much that your own Administration or the
authorities in the United Kingdom can do for you. I think you will
agree that it leaves us here looking rather foolish, to say the least.

I wonder whether as a first step this could be taken up with the
General Post Office in an effort to ensure that this while question of
mail violation, which has become very serious indeed, is taken a great

/been deal more seriously than it appears to us to have/taken or, if it is
being taken seriously, that we are kept fully informed. I might add
that people here are getting not a little worried about this constant
and regular violation of our mails.

Yours sineerel#,



12th January, 1959

Dear Maurice,

l.buld  you please refer to ry deni-offioial letter
Ho, 060?i/a of the 8th January about the violation of
nails#

I enclose a schedule of further violations that
occurred in the case of the Christinas mil that got
here on the 2Jrd December# It speaks for itself and
I think you must agree that it is high tine serious
and energetic steps are taken to combat this sort of
thing#

Another point that is worrying us is that more
than once recently our mils or some bags at least
have overshot Montevideo and arrived in Buonos Aires,
■with the inevitable result.

Yours sincerely,
Aubrey D-T

M# A# Willis, Bsq., M#B#E#,
Colonial Office,

Great Smith Street,
DOM'D Oh, u • t; • 1#

AC-D5/MF



No. OZ.W79 MEMORANDUM.

It is requested
that, iu any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

8 th March, 19 59

From
Postmaster,

The Honourable,
The Colonial Secretary,

Stanley, Falkland Islands. STAHLEY, Falkland Islands

Subject VIOLATED MAILS

I regret to inform you that the parcel mail (Serial Mo. 4 of 3001,59)

received by RIAS “DARWIN” this morning contained an unusually large quantity
of violated items. From a total sending of 29 bags no less than 34 parcels
contained in ten different bags, had suffered varying degrees of mistreatment.
One firm in particular lost 900 pairs of nylons from five parcels. This is
an extreme case which I quote merely to illustrate the wholesale manner in
which these robberies are being conducted. The despatch was carried to
Montevideo on “PARAGUAY STAR” scheduled to dock at that port on 20th February.
In a, previous despatch (No.3 of 15-1.59) received last week perbHMS “PROTECTOR”,

six violated items were recorded , thus making a total of 40 mistreated parcels
in the first four despatches of 1959® During 1958 a total of 129 parcels
were received in a violated condition and the same monotonous picture is evident
throughout, i.e., the bags arrive in perfect condition with seals and string
intact and bear no obvious signs of mistreatment, except perhaps the lack of

weight.

The matter has been reported by telegram to the G-.P.O. in London and a

full report is being prepared for submission by the next outgoing air mail.
As in previous cases, all bags together with original seals, labels etc,, will
be returned to London for inspection. The mail received per “AES” contained

no violations but three bags of parcel post were short shipped.

Last week I wrote to the G.P.O. complaining of the treatment afforded
to our mails and drawing attention to other apparent irregularities. A copy
of this letter is attached for information.

pos-<A ster



COPY

Your Reference

P.O. Reference O2j1i/a/75

GENERAL POST OFFICE,

STANLEY,

FALKLAND ISLANDS.

3rd.....March,.......19.59

Sir,
I enclose a further verification note respecting

violations to parcels despatched to this Colony from
your administration. These violations have been recurr
ing with almost monotonous regularity throughout the past
year and indeed previous. With I think one exception,
the story has been the same throughout. The bags arrive
in perfect condition with the seals and string intact and
yet the contents are found either wholly or partly missing.
This in itself suggests that mistreatment occurs prior to
despatch although one cannot discount the possibility of
clever criminal action taking place either on board the
carrying vessels or at the port of transhipment.

Since all cases have been reported in detail from
this office, I have no doubt that extensive enquiries
are being made by your investigation service and presum
ably the results of these investigations will be conveyed
to this office when they become known? I am, however,
being inundated with requests for information on the matter
and in particular an assurance that everything possible is
being done to prevent the continuation of such actions, and
in the circumstances I am to request that whatever informa
tion available may be communicated to me at an early date.

Towards the end of 1957 a number of small packets and
parcels which were posted to various addresses in these
islands failed delivery and the matter was reported generally
to the Overseas Parcels Office at the Royal Agricultural. Hall
and a reply was received stating that enquiries of this nature
should be initiated by the senders. This of course is
correct, but I had hoped to receive a reply suggesting a
reason for such a number of items going astray during the
sarnie period. From recent enquiries received it appears that
the same thing is happening all over again and during the
same part of the year, viz., October to DGcember, 195'3. Un
fortunately I am unable to supply parcel numbers etc., to
support the enquiries and no doubt most of them are small
1 green label1 packets which probably cannot be traced in any
event, but it would be greatly appreciated if you can suggest
any reason why this situation should arise. Could it, for
instance, be connected with the Christmas rush and are other
enquiries of a similar nature being received from Commonwealth
countries?

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(SGD,) H. L. BOUND.

Postmaster.

The Divisional Controller,
Mount Pleasant Post Office,
LONDON, E.C.1,



Decode.
TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 9. 3. 59. Time: 1600 Received: ..... Time:

No. *+?. Following for Sheffield from Denton-Thompso
Mail violations.
Two mails arrived in Stanley Sunday Sth March.

Mail on “A.E.S.” arrived intact. But parcel mail
Serial Number M- of 3°th January, 1959, shipped to
Montevideo on ’’Paraguay Star” contained large quantity
of violated items. From a total of 29 bags 10 bags
had been violated although seals were to my personal
knowledge intact. 3*+ parcels had had their contents
or part of their contents removed and one firm lost
900 pairs of nylons. All the boxes were there but
the stockings had been neatly removed. In a previous
despatch No. 3 of 15th January received last week on
H.M.S. Protector 6 violated items were recorded making
a total of h-0 in the first despatches of 1959- The
total for 1958 was 129, Thefts are obviously highly
selective and articles of little value are discarded.
You will appreciate that there is a good deal of feel
ing here about it. Most grateful for anything you
can do.

P/L:IM
Typed FH

GOVERNOR.



Decode.
TELEGRAM SENT,

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: 11th March Time: 1727 Deceived: 12.3.58»e. 0930

1959

No: 23® Your tel* 43* Mail violations.

Matter already taken up with G.P. 0. who are investigating.

SECER,



EXTRACT FROL! THE MINUTES OF A MEETING OF EXECUTIVE : COUNCIL

HELD 13th MARCH, 1959-

O6OI1/A. 5° Falkland Islands .kails. (Memo. No.3)

Memorandum No. 3 was noted.

FH



19 59

■o

MEMORANDUM.

Stanley. Falkland Islands. STANLEY, Falkland Islands..

Subject VIOLATED MAILS

Further to my memo OljiyCA/79 of 8th March, 1959> - regret to report that

seven parcels from Serial No. 7 and three from Serial No.8 nere received in
a violated condition. The nails were despatched from Great Brittain by ’LANDES”
end ’’ARGENTINA STAR” and were finally delivered to this service per R.R.S.
’’SHACKLETON” on the prd inst. As in previous cases the bags and seals were
received intact and again the accent is on nylons.

The G.P.O. in London has been informed by telearam.



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 4.4.59. Time: 1120 Received: Time:

No. 56. Following for Sheffield from Denton Thompson,

Mail ‘Violations. Further to my telegram Mo.

Inward mail arriving Colony 3rd April was violated. Seven parcels from
serial No. 7 and three from serial No. 8. Four bags affected.

P/L:D/I

Copy sent to Post Master.

GOVERNOR’S .DEPUTY.



NO. 004/A/138
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

MEMORANDUM.

12th April, 19 59-

From: POSTMASTER The Honourable
The Colonial Secre

STAl'ILET 2 F-Iklr nd Islands
Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject VIOLATED REGISTERED is

Further to our conversation of this afternoon I confirm the following details
relating to violated mails received from Montevideomper R.M.S. “Darwin” today,

SURFACE LETTER MAIL SERIAL No,7 contained one "bag with five violated samll green
label packets none of which were registered. The inner registered bag had been
opened and re-tied, Mone of the registeredeitems were harmed,
SURFACE LETTER MAIL SERIAL No ,9 contained one bag with all 15 registered items
violated, 10 of the packets, although wilfully opened, appear to have escaped
damage and are believed intact. The contents of three others had been completely
removed and a fourth partly removed, T^e remaining packet had been wilfully
opened and the contents are yet to be verified by the addressee.

The inner registered label from S/N 7 had been transferred to the outer
bag and resealed, S/N 9 was received perfectly sealed with original label.

Postn



No. O21VB/22
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

MEMORANDUM.

12th April., 19 59.

m>“< a

The Honourable
The Colonial Secretary^

Stanley, Falkland Islands.
STANLEY, Falkland Islands.

Subject VIOLATED PARCEL MAILS.

I enclose copies of correspondence received today in connection with

violated parcel mails received at this office from Great Britain on 24th

December, 1958.



COPY

rch, 1959

^ir,
Thank you for your letter dated the 2?:.th December,

195°, and. for the Verification Notes numbered 3C, 39 ?nd
AO which were received, at a leter date. I have to inform
you that it has been decid.ed to treat these Verification
Notos as separate cases numbered, as follows

VJT. No.OM/A/38 - DF 1112/Port St orAoj/l 6/56/lM
/-Z-l /tO /.* 70

/ > 1/ 'J-S

/38/58/iM)no
Letters under these references containing further

copies of the Verification Notes end statements will be
sent to the Postal Authorities of Uruguay pointing out
that the mails in question were accented, in tlieir service
without reserve; that clear discharges were obtained on
embarkation and disembarkation end ti crill be asked, to
accept liability fox* the cost of settlement of claims for

As you may wish to compile separate files relative
these Verification Notes in your office, further letters

■ill be sent to you referring to V0N,s Nos.OM//i/39 and

I am, etc

for Divisional Controller

The Colonial Postmaster,
Port Stanley, Falkland Islands



COPY
2prd March, "1959«»

Sir,
7ith reference to your verification note

and statement reporting receipt in defective
condition of a hag of parcels included in the
mail from London for Port Stanley, I am directed
to inform you that the hag in question v;as intact
when despatched via Montevideo on the J1st Oct
ober, 195S; by the SS ’’Highland Chieftain” and it
was accepted without reserve*

A s me nt i o ne d
the Uruguayan Post
tinue the enquiry*

in my letter dated Ifth March,
Office has been asked to con-

I am, etc*

for Divisional Controlle

Colonial Postmaster,
Port Stanley, Falkland Islands.



C 0 P, Y -f 1
25th March, 1959.

Uith reference to your verification note of
above reference reporting receipt in defective con
dition of the mail No. 58 from London to Port Stanley,
I am directed to inform you that that the mail in
question \:c,s intact v/hen despatched via Montevideo
on the 18th November, 1958 by the SS "Duguesa" and
ll g ir'/as accepted ^.tzlgIicug reserve.

The Uruguayan Post Office has been asked to
continue the enquiry*

I am, etc.

for Divisional Controller*

The Colonial Postmaster,
Port Stanley, Falkland Islands*



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT,
From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: Time: 1035 Received: Time:

No* 57. Following for Sheffield from Denton Thompson. i>*ail violations.

Twenty registered items violated in two bags from Serials 7 and 9 that
arrived Sunday 12th April. It would seem from correspondence from P.O.
Divisional Controller that Uruguayan Postal Authorities rre now being
held responsible on the grounds that the mails were accepted in their

service without reserve. I should point out that in practically all
cases the mail bags are in outward appearance intact even on arrival

here inasmuch as seals are intact and there are no signs of carnage to
the bags. Unless therefore the Ui uguayan Post Office open the G. P. 0.
bags intransit they would appear* to have no means of knowing whether or
not contents have been violated. It is quite clear that people with
time to spare and the facilities lor resealing the bags are responsible
e.g. 800 pairs nylons removed from their boxes, and the boxes closed

©.gain and bags re sealed.

AGDT/U'I

GOVERNOR.

Copy to Supt. P. and T. Dept.



i/ fit y .Z X,/



COPY^
GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH

FALKLAND ISLANDS

RECEIVED

SERVICE

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

13 London etat LU 1420 12.5.59.

To
postmaster Stanley

Reference investigations into loss from mails grateful you arrange again

to have weight of each bag UK parcel mail recorded until further notice

and forward bags labels seals strings in respect of all future mistreated

mails stop Letter follows



Decode.

TELEGRAi SENT,

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: 16th May, InTime 1115 Received: V7.5.59.Time :

No, 47> Your telegram No. 57. Mail Violations.

Following for Denton Thompson from Sheffield begins.

Post Office regret investigations into losses still inconclusive but
indications are that they are not occurring in the United Kingdom.

Soa [ 2. Arrangements again being made for bags to be weighed before
| despatch and on receipt Port Stanley before opening. Please say
whether you or some other person was present and actually saw the
mistreated parcels inside bags at bag opening stage.

3. I propose discuss with Governor on arrival. Ends.

SECRETARY OP STATE.

GTC/D.l

Copy to Postmaster.



Copy.

(?' 19 MAY 195'
i■.\ #• ■

*s\
Sir,

THE DIVISIONAL CONTROLLER,
MOUNT PLEASANT POST OFFICE,

LONDON, E.C.1-
your Reference OU4/A/75 ( )
in any reply please quote;

1112/port stanley/3/59/146

30th April, 1959.

Thank you for your letter dated 3rd March, and enclosures,
regarding the violations of part of the parcel mail number 3*
I have to advise you that full enquiry into these losses is
being carried out by post Office Headquarters who hope to bain
a position to write to you on the subject in the near future.

As enquiry in this Office has revealed that the mail in
question was intact when despatched^ and the postal Administ
ration of Uruguay has not reported any relative discrepancy,
I have written to Montevideo asking that the enquiry may be
continued in the uruguayn Service.

I trust that you will accept my apologies for the delay
in replying to your letter.

I am, Sir,
your obedient servant,

(Sgd) E M DOGKRILL

for Divisional Controller.

The colonial postmaster,
port Stanley,

Falkland Islands.

Jn





Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT,

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 26.5.59. Time: 1445 Received: Time:

No, 81. Your telegram No. 47•
Denton Thompson.

Following for Sheffield from

I personally have been present on more tnan one occasion
when sealed bags containing mistreated parcels inside were first
opened. You will be glad to know incoming mail that arrived on
19th 1/iay was intact repeat intact. Liany thanks your interest
and assistance.

OFFICER ADMINISTERING THE GDVEl^iENT.

GTC:LH
Typed IEM

ircj
fLc_ foU



/<:/ 6.T.

A*./, . 4

/. f. 7) /-



Decode.
TELEGRAM SENT.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR.

Despatched: 27:5:59 Time: 1745 Received: 28s5:59 Time: 1150

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL.

No. 52.

Following for Denton-Thompson from Arrowsmith begins:

Post Office Chief Detective most helpful. To clear
up all possible doubts when next parcel mail arrives please
ensure

(a) that Bound examines every bag before opening

(b) that there are two, repeat two, strands of
string round neck of bags

(c) that both strands are cut when bags are opened

(d) that if violations found string and seal returned
belonging to violated bag and not to any other. Bag should
also be returned.

Para 2. Darwin and Stanley were suspect here but I think Post
Office are now convinced this is not so. Parcel arrangements
in England seem to make violations improbable. Montevideo is
suspect but mystery is how bags arrive with seals and string
apparently intact.

Para 3. I shall be going round Parcel Despatch Department London
with Chief Detective, ends.

CYPHER ‘E* : SM



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 5.6.59. Time: -1136 Received: Time:

No. ?0» My telegram No. 81* Following for Sheffield.

2. Mail despatched direct hy vessel A.E,S. received intact
29th May.

Officer Administering the Government.

P/L:IM

Vo



1) ECODE.

TELEGRAM SENT.
From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 9th June, 1959 Time : 1100 Received: Time :

No 93» Your telegram No 52.
begins.

Following for Sheffield and Governor

Mail aridved Darwin 7th June completely intact

OFFICER ADI JNISTFRING THE. GOVERN! W



MEMORANDUM.
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

............19

The Hono urable
The Colonial Secretary,

Stanley, Falkland Islands. 3 TAI 1? L95L. J..?.?-a 11 l--

Subject DAMAGED

The mail which arrived. Vrj B. M. S. "DAIN..TN" on Tuesday evenii
has now been carefully examined and the only irregularity to report
is the violation of Parcel Bag No.5 from Serial No.20 despatched
from London on 29th May per "H. Monarch". Of the four parcels
received, two were completely violated^ and two were received with
part contents removed. The Postal Officials in Montevideo claim
that the weight of the bag suggested mistreatment and the bag was
opened in the presence of Customs and British Embassy officials
for inspection. A covering Verification Note describing the
damage was issued by the Uruguayan Administration and forwarded
to Great writian on 23rd June. A translated copy of this document
is enclosed herewith.

The remainder of the parcel mail, registered, ordinary
surface, and air mails were received in good condition.

Postm^ster



B.V. 29/59

Vessel ”H.Monarch”

England.

VERIFICATION TOTE

Montevideo in transit for the Falkland
Islands.

(TRUE COPY OF VERIFICATION TOTE FORV/ViRBED TO U.K.)

We beg to advise you that we have proceeded to open Bag No.5
of your transit despatch No.20 for the Falkland Islands.

It was considered that its weight did not correspond to the
contents of same,because the parcels therein,showed signs of being,
destroyed.

When the bag was opened in the presence of postal & customs
author!ties,and two officials of the British Embassy,the following
irregularities were noted.

Parcel No.1201 for R.J.Pioneer Row-port Stanley-found with the
whole of its contents. Parcel 1165 destined to Philomel Store-Falkland
I glands,contains only 1 counter-pane.Parcel 2167 for the same person
previously mentioned-completely ernpty-with wrapping destroyed.parcel
No.0770 for 8.F.Summers-completely empty.Gross weight of said bag,was
12.500 grammes.

It is certified that the seals,labels(etc)were in perfect condi
tion.

For this reason,and having complied with the corresponding
proceedings, we request that you take note, and instruct us accord
ingly.

Desp. No. 2170/59

23.6.59

(Sgd)Juan Arremon





I 0
I >ECODE.

TELEGRAM SENT.
From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 20.7.59 Time :153c Received: Time:

'^"1 ■ No. 115* Your telegram No. 52. Following for Sheffield, and Governor.

Begins.

Mail arrived “Darwin” 14th July received intact except one bag
parcels No. 5 of Serial 20. According to copy of Uruguayan Postal
Authorities Verification Note sent to London only three parcels had
contents missing. ^n close inspection here against Invoice two

small items of negligible value were found to be missing from a
fourth. The original seal was intact on arrival Montevideo but
the weight of the bag was suspect. It was therefore opened for
inspection in Montevideo in the presence of Customs and two officials
from the British Embassy. Apparently contents were then transferred
to another bag which on receipt here bore a British Embassy seal as
well as the seal of the Uruguayan Post Oifice. Ends.

Officer Administering the Government.

G/T.C.
jb/bT Copy to Postmaster.



No.q^/b/53 (CS 604/A) MEMORANDUM.

From
....P.os.t>a.st.e

It is requested
that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

........................J.2Qth...July4 19 59.

To ..
The Honourable
The Colonial Secret ar J ?

Stanley, Falkland Islands. STABLE!.,..

Subject DAMAGED MAILS

Fui'ther to m37 memo O12l/b/2Ui- of the 16th inst», I now enclose translated

copies of reports received from the Postal and Customs Department in Montevideo 
in connection with the violations 



At Montevideo,Republic of Uruguay,on the twentyfith day of June,nineteen
hundred and fifty nine,the undersigned( Inspector of Posts,Customs Dept.)
in presence of the Head of the Department Mr Juan p.Arremon,the Post
Office employee in charge of aperture Mr Santiago Mendez,and the represen
tative of the British Embassy in our country Messrs John Walker and Wiliam
a Harte,proceeded to re-open bag No,5>covered by despatch no.20 from Lond
on for the Falkland Islands,which was the street of your intervention on
the twentythird inst.and which at that time was closed with a British
Embassy band,as there was no bag of ours to substitute it,the original
forming part of the despoils,in the investigation.The bag weighed 12k5OO

In this instance,parcels Nos: 1201,2165>2167 & 0779 were transferred to
a bag of our depa tment(no number) in the same conditions as verified
in the original report*

A Verification Note is enclosed,and also a copy of the Original Report,

The bag in reference is banded,both by the British Embassy and our Parcel
Posts Department.Weighing 12 kilos 500 grammes.

Bag No.5 originating from London will be forwarded to that country together
with the despoils,and corresponding reports.

It is hereby recorded that the Customs Officer Mr Juan Firpo was also
present,and there being nothing further to add,the report and respective
copies,are signed by all those present,on the site and date mentioned.

One copy is held by the representatives of the British Embassy,in the
same manner as recorded in the previous investigation.

Follows:

6 signatures



Copy

At sixteen hours,on the twentythird day of June nineteen hundred and fifty
nine,the undersigned(Inspector of Posts,Customs Department)at the request
and in the presence of the Head of the Department,Mr Juan P.Arremon, and
also in presence of the Customs Offleer,Hr Juan Firpo,the functionaries of
the British Embassy in our country,Messrs John Walker & Hugo Vasquez,and the
Post Office employee in charge of aperture,Mr Santiago Mendez, I proceeded
to open bag No.5 of despatch Mo.20 originating from London and in transit
through our country for the Falkland Islands.
Shortage of contents were suspected owing to the volume of contents and low
weight,and also in view of the repeated irregularities taking place on pre
vious transhipments to the same destination.
It was determined that: T^e bag in reference,with its seals in perfect con
dition without observations)said to contain four packages,had in effect this
number,but all were unddbtedly grossly despoiled. Although violated,package
No.1201 for R.J.Pioneer Row-port Stanley,is the only one with its total con
tents of vehicle spares,intact.
Parcel 2165 contains only one light blue counter-pane and weighs 2 kilos
150 grammes (Addressed to Philomel gtore-Falkland Islands)
Parcel 2167 destined to the same address,is completely empty,broken,and
weighs 1 kilo.
Parcel 0779 addressed to S.F.Summers of the same Islands,broken,with a
smaller container inside,also broken.Total contents missing.V/eight being
700 grammes.

Consequently: Having established the evidence,it was proceeded to close the
bag in reference with a band from the British Embassy,awaiting instructions
on the matter from our postal Authority.

Th® bag arrived yesterday per ’’Monarch”

In agreement and in witness whereof: an original and two copies of this
report are signed on the site and date mentioned by all acting in the
investigation.

One copy of the report is held by the British Embassy,and the other in
our Office file.

(Sgd) Juan P.Arremon.



(1511/59)

UNCLASSIFIED

b

BRITISH EMBASSY,

MONTEVIDEO

August 6, 1959

Dear Secretariat,

Two months ago we were approached, by an official of the
Uruguayan Post Office, who sought our assistance in the
safeguarding of parcel mail for the Falkland Islands from London.

We agreed to do what we could, bearing in mind our somewhat
limited resources, and, for the first month, two members of the
Embassy staff put an extra seal on every bag arriving from the
United Kingdom en route for Port Stanley. You will no doubt
have noticed these seals on the bags which arrived in the Darwin
in July. In the course of these operations, one bag was found
to have been rifled and a full report has been sent, by the
Uruguayan postal authorities, to the G.P.O. in London, and to
your postal authorities.

For the second month the authorities here did not inform
the Embassy, until yesterday, that any mailbags had arrived and
they then announced that they had over ninety© It is quite
impossible for us to undertake to seal such a large number at
one time and, therefore, we propose to merely examine the bags
on this occasion. We will, however, ask the postal authorities
to inform us in future immediately the bags arrive in Montevideo.

If you have any further suggestions as to how we may help
to safeguard your mail, we shall be glad to receive them and, if
our resourcesj permit, put them into practice.

Yours ever,

CHANCERY.^

Q ( II!
Colonial Secretariat,

Falkland Islands.



060b./A

26tli August, 1959•

Dear Chancery, 

(0'7 Thank you for your letter (1511/59) Unclassified
of 6th August, 1959» off the subject of the safeguarding
of parcel mail for the Falkland Islands from London.

All the Embassy staff have done in this respect
is very much appreciated here and we are happy to say
that the mail which arrived on 11th August was received
completely intact.

The placing of an extra seal on each bag would
appear to be a lot to expect of your staff and we- think
that perhaps an occasional inspection by arrangement
with the Uruguayan Post Office*might suffice.

Yours ever,

SECRETARIAT.

The Chancery,
British Embassy,



1959.

Stanley. 

The Honourable,
The Colonial Secretary,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

2nd. September 
From.

Superintendent
* rji

Posts & elegraphs Dept.,

• p 1959 .- MEMORANDUM.No.
It is requested \

that, in any refer- ’ t
^^nce to this memo-
vMKluin the above

Wmber and date
should be quoted.

To.

Subject:- Violations of F I mails.
The following is an extract from a letter I received from H. E. in connection with

the above subject.
• ........I got on to the Post Office people as soon as I got home, and had a most

useful interview with their Chief Detective at the Colonial Office very soon after I returned.
They are really taking a great deal of trouble over our mail losses, and doing everything they
possibly can to find out whether the losses really do occur in England. I am going along to
the main sorting office to see the procedure, but from all they said, I am rather doubtful
whether the losses can in fact be taking place in England. The valid point that the Chief
Detective made was that items of extreme value go through the same sorting operations as mail
for the Falklands, and he thought the various items that have been stolen would be of little
real interest to people in this country- I had to explain to them our procedure in the
Falklands, and I think I convinced them that the losses were not taking place either on the
"Darwin" or in Stanley itself. That leaves Montevideo, and this seems the most likely.
Our Ambassador there was speaking about the Uruguayan Post Office, and aparently if you live
in Montevideo, you are lucky to get illustrated papers and magazines which may, be addressed to
you from abroad. However this does not mean that the Post Office are in anyjrdlaxing
precautions or easing up on their investigations at this end. I shall be writing to the
O.A.G-. soon, but you might like to pass this information on to him to save me repeating it....

0. ' // Superintendent.



W ecu 207/50/01

CONFIDENTIAL

COLONIAL OFFICE,
Great Smith Stree

London, S.W,1.

October, 1959

I enclose the promised copies of the correspondence
referred to in the second paragraph of Rose’s letter of the
16th October about parcel mails, which I passed on to youA

SIR EDV/IN ARROWSMITH, K-C.M.G.

CONFIDENTIAL



related

The mistreated mails were made up by different staff,
sent from different p*>rta and by different ships#

?ost Office letter of
the main trouble
mtp had been

Mr# Osmond described in
for the Falkland Islands at
tically no opportunity for a

Gowmcr of the Falkland 1

■

how there was prao*
 . . . „ ®f to interfere with a Sealed

bag# Seme of the points he made were*

1# The mails for the Falkland Islands were dealt with
and stacked with those for max^y other countries for which
losses were negligible, and it was very unlikely that a
thief at RAH would concentrate cn mails for one country#

£• The mails were placed under observation from special
galleries and nothing suspicious hod been seen#

4# The articles stolen were not* of the kind that would be
likely to attract anyone in the Waited Kingdom#

5# The sealing presses concerned are locked away when
not in use#

6# Che cf the mistreated bags had contained a Coca-Cola
bottle cep manufactured in Uruguay#

♦

7« A report had now been received <tf mistreatment of a
Registered Letter bag which was not made up at RAH but at
Landen F.8.



Arrowsmith agreed that in all
sean-Fvery unlikely that the thefts w. , -----
the Sited Kinglets or m the Journey to Montevideo. On the
other hand he said that he was completely satisfied that they
were not Recurring at Port Stanley. Invited to .describe the
conditions under which mails ware received. Mr. Arrowsmith
said that the "Darwin" was the only ship used between
Montevideo and Bort Stanley and that it normally docked
in the evaniag, that the mails were unleaded immediately and
taken to the Bast Office. a distance of 150 yards. Letter .
mails were opened at once, but parcel mails were taken to the
Council Chamber where they were locked in cvernigrt. A thief
would have to break in to .rifle the bags, but this was not
the kind of thing that happened at xort tanley, as it was
like a village (1,500 people) wtore everybody Isnew everybody
else and it was estretMdy unlikely that anybody could engage
in such a practice without c.eteeticn.

Hr. Osmond said that if, in fact the thefts were not
occurring before despatch iu the United Kingdom or after
arrival at ^ort Stanley it was a complete systery that the
bags showed no sign of tampering. . He said he had no doubt
that the seals he had examined were genuine Waited Kingdom
seals and had not bem tampered with, but he demonstrated how
it might be possible. for the string to be cut end retied in
such a way, as to deceive the bag opener at Part Stanley and
he asked that particular care should noW be taken to ensure

(1) that the string ties should be examined to ccnfim
that there were two turns around the neck of the bag and
no additional knotsi

(2) that the seals and strings produced in ftrtwe will
in fact relate to mistreated bags and are not confused
with these of sound bagg$ and

(3) that reports should show clearly in which bag of
v^hich despatch mistreated parcels (by nuriber) were in
futurs found.

Mr. Arrowsmith undertook to pass on this request*

2 -



• j!

(1) that no thefts occur
United Kington in direct

.-W "'-.
This directs suspicion to Montevideo *ua» all the mis*

treated mails were transshipped and where they often had to
wait for as long as four weeks* Mr* Bose said, however, that it
was difficult to put these features to Uruguay so long as bags
continue to arrive at * art Stanley supposedly without sign of
tamp ering*

Mr* Arrowax5.th appeared to bo satisfied the the United
Kingian -?ost Office was not at fault and to appreciate that we
were making a genuine effort to find out where the losses were
occurring or to stop them* He said he would very mudh like to
inspect the Bost Office sorting of ice and Mr* Osmond promised
that this would be arranged when he wished# The W/iB will
continue enquiries, i canwhile HD/CtS will consider writing
informally to Uruguay in an effort to cause some enquizy to be
made there*

It to* pointed out
use are



1 ;

9th June, 1959*

Sir,

I am directed by the Postmaster General to ask if you
would be so good as to lend your assistance in the detection
of the mistreatment which has been suffered by mails which
have been despatched from the United Kingdom to the Falkland
Islands via Uruguay.

27353/59

-

You will be aware that there have been a few isolated
cases concerning irregularities which have been the subject
of correspondence between our administrations. It is not
these cases, however, which form the subject of the present
request, but a long series of violations of surface parcel
mails which has been occurring over the past two years and
which has not hitherto been referred to your administration.
During the period from January, 1958 until March, 1959, out of
a total of 50 despatches of parcel mails for Port Stanley,
Falkland Islands, 19 despatches, affecting 45 bags, were
violated. Careful and intensive investigation has been made
into the arrangements for despatching these mails and this
administration is reasonably satisfied that they are leaving
the United Kingdom intact. Moreover, since they have been

/conveyed

The Director General of Posts,
MONTEVIDEO,

URUGUAY.



conveyed by numerous
ports, it -is
on the voyage to Montevideo.
the conditions under which the received at Port
Stanley, it is equally unlikely that mistreat
occurring after arrival there.

It is appreciated that, if the mails are not being
mistreated before arrival at Montevideo nor after arrival at
Port Stanley, there remains the possibility that it is
occurring either in Uruguay or on the SS "Darwin", but it has
not previously been considered appropriate to approach your
administration in the matter because in almost all oases the
bag seals and string have appeared to be intact. On the other
hand the nature of the violations suggests that the culprit was
able to spend a long time on his depredation^ and it cannot be
overlooked that these mails may remain in Montevideo for periods
of up to four weeks awaiting despatch by the SS "Darwin".
Moreover, in one case a violated bag contained a Coca-Cola
bottle-cap manufactured in Uruguay $nd, in another, a
violated bag had been officially re-sealed at Montevideo.

Since our enquiries elsewhere have, so far, been
fruitless, it would be very much appreciated if your adminis
tration would now co-operate in the -investigation. In view
of the dearth of evidence it is difficult to suggest any
special steps which might be taken, but the Postmaster General
would be most grateful if you would examine the possibility
of the violations occurring while the mails are in your
custody; in particular it would be interesting to know under

*
/what





•over destroyed.
completely empty
was 12.500 grma

It is recorded
in question were in

In consequence

your Transit despatch for t
vu opened besause it wae considered that it
weight did not correspond to the contents of
and it was found that th aels enclosed were
undone• s--X ■ "'' '■'4- ■ =v— ■

The bag in question was opened in the presence
of authorised postal officials/ Customs officials
and officials of the Embassy of England and the
following irregularities are recorded;

Parcel No. 1201 R.J.Pionner RUw-Port Stanley, was
• found with all its contents. Parcel ?lr5 addressed

to Philomel Strog, Falkland Islands contained only
■ a coverlet. Parcel No. 21*7 for the same person

previously indicated was completely empty, with its
Parcel No.. 0779 for S.F.Summers

The total weight of the bag
, . 1

that the fastenings of the beg
perfec* condition.
having completed the statements

referring th the matter, you are asked to take note
and inform us •

23A/59.

Translation "B"
In Montevideo, Republic of Uruguay, on the

twenty-fifth day of June of one thousana nine
hundred and fifty nine, the undersigned, Inspector
of Posts in the External Section of the Parcel
Division (Customs), present cnief of same Senor
Juan P. Arremon, the officer in charge of opening,
Senor Santiago Mendez and the representatives of the
British Embassy, Senores John Walker end William A.

Eart/



Hart, war* prooeeting with th* r*-opening of
bag in transit No.5 part of th* despatch N>. 20
from London for th* Falkland Islands which was ths
r*ason for their intervention of the twenty third
of this nonth and to take the opportunity to seal
the bag with the British Etaabassy seal so that it
would hot bo considered as a bag of our country
which had been substituted, since the original
formed part of the spoils in theproeeedings completed
and whose weight was twelve kilogrammes, one hundred
and fifty granrnes. In thio notion t the parcels
No's 1201121*5J21*7 and 0779, in the same «ondltion
as recorded in the origihal statement of proceedings,
wore transferred to an unnumbered bag of our service
together with the Verification Note whioh refers
rttanii>w*Q together with a copy of the proceedings
completed by the British Embassy and the Part els
Division,,making a weight ofl2k.500 In consequence
the Original bag No. 5 together with the remains of
the violation were sent attached to the said country,
as evidence of the case. Having made this statement
in the presence of the Controller of Customs Senor
Juan Flrpo, and there being nothing further this was
signed by all those involved, as were the respective
copies, at the place and date established above, one
of the c’opies was left in the possession of the
delegates of the British Emabassy as evidence of the
foregoing
Translation •C"

At the hour sixteen (1*) of the twentythlrd
day; of June of one thousand nine hundred and fifty

th*

nine,, constituting the undersigned Inspector oj Poete
in the External Parcels Office *>*><*»>
nad rrth_thfli mill r I ur imthoi luu tlon *£







COLONIAL OFFICE,
Sanctuary Buildings,

Gt. Smith Street,
London, S.W.1.

O ■ / o ■ I? ry

sy

ir/f/r the Compliments

b A^x4 (^/(Z y



GENERAL POST OFFICE

POSTAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT

ST. MARTIN’S-LE-GRAND

LONDON, E.C.l

Dear Bourn

Telegrams : Postgen Cent London

Your Ref :

Telephone : HEAdquarters

HEADQUARTERS BUILDING,

, (^7 October, 1959

In any reply please quote : 27555/59

You asked to be informed of the latest position about the
violations to parcel mails for the Falkland Islands.

You will ho doubt know that at the meeting at the Colonial
Office on 1st June at which the current situation was exhaus
tively discussed with the (Governor, we agreed to consider making
an informal approach to Uruguay about the violations and to ask
them to assist in any way they thought practicable. ’.7e did in
fact write to them on 9th June and we subsequently .received a
full report from them ^enclosing statements)about mistreatment
of parcel mail no. 20 . They have not replied formally to our
letter but we may, I fdel, assume from this and other actions
that they are co-operating as we asked them to do. Incidentally,
a copy of the report from Uruguay was sent by us to Miss Yatt
on 29th July, which together with copies of other correspondence
on the .matter sent to her the previous week, brought the position
up to date.

Since the meeting, we have despatched 17 parcel mails to
the Falklands (nos. 21-37); of these,mails up to our despatch
no. 29 of 7th Avgust should by now have reached Port Stanley:

J. Bourn, Esq.,
Colonial Office,

S.W.1.

/we



we have had only one report of mistreatment to these despatches
(no. 29). This was received only yesterday; we are looking
into it, but are of course not yet in a position to give you
any further information. This means that so far as we are aware,
despatches 21-28 were received in order.

It is a fair inference that when the R.LI.S. “Darwin” calls
at Port Stanley on 28th October, she will be carrying an
accumulation of 4 parcel mails (nos. JO, J2, JJ and J4)*the
earliest of which will have been lying at Montevideo for some
considerable time since its arrival there on 17th September,
and it will .be interesting to see in what condition these
despatches are received.

Yours sincerely,"

(B. J. rose)

- * Nt- it AE5

uM 4^ ■
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received is submitted

of

Montevideo which was received by
The bagj and

In parcel mail from Germany via
Darwin on 2Jrd Dec, 1959, one parcel was wholly violated
seals were intact.
Surface papers etc. Serial No J8 of 24th November, 1959, five bags of
A.O. items were not received.
Airmail# Serial No 46 despatched on 12th November, 1959 still not
received. This despatch should have arrived on RRS Shackleton on 1st
December, 1959*

Supt. P & T.
12.1.60. i

Hon Col Sec.
The following information

Parcel mails.
on mails

Serial No received by date Condition
21-22 Darwin 14.7.59 Intact.
23-26 • • 11.8.59 • •
27-29 • • 9.9.59 Two parcels were violated contents

one partly missing while the other
had whole contents missing.

31 A.E.S. 27.9.59 Intact•
30,32-35 Darwin 27.10.59 • •
36-37 • * 11.11.59 ».
38 J.Biscoe 15.11.59 • •
39 £.E.S. 21.12.59 • •
40 arwin 23.12.59 ••



Ref: . 0604/A

19th January, i960.

Dear Chancery,
You may like to have a brief note on the subject of mail

violations in order to see how mails have been getting through
to the Falklands. The Superintendent of Posts and Telegraphs
has commented as follows:-
Parcel mails.

erial No. Received by. Date. Condition.
21 -22 'Darwin' 14.7.59 Intact
23-26 ti 11.8.59 Intact
27-29 9.9.59 Two parcels were violated contents

- ■ > of one partly missing while the' - othQi had whole contents missing.
A.E.3. 27.9.59 Intact

30,32-35' Darwin" 27.10.59
36-37 n 11.11.59 ti

38 J.Biscoe 15.11.59 < - \ ”
39 ,A.E.S. 21.12.59 n
40 Darwin 23.12.59 ■ —ft

In parcel mail from Germany-via J.-ontevideo which was re
ceived by Darwin on 2Jrd December, 1959, one parcel was wholly
violated. The bag and seals were intact.

Surface’papers etc. Serial No. 38 of 24th November, 1959,
five, bags of ,A.O. items were not received.

Airmail. Serial No. 46 despatched on 12th November, 1959,
still not received. This despatch should have arrived on
R.R.S. Shackleton on 1st December, 1959. * ■■■

Yours ever,
S3CWARIAT

The Chancery,
British Embassy,
RON-’w’VIDEO. 14 y.

agm/lh





Ref: OGOl^/k.

26th January, I960.

Dear Chancery,

Please refer to my letter OGOLi/k of the 19th
January, I960, regardingTnoil’violations.

A further nail was received by the "Kista Dan”
via Montevideo on the 18th January and one parcel
was missing from bag S.N. 42. The bag had been
re-sealed in Montevideo and the inside bag was badly
torn.

Airmail Ho. 46 was received in good condition
having been delayed in Buenos Aires.

The Chancery,
British Embassy,

MONTEVIDEO

DRi'/MF

Yours ever,

SECRETARIAT.



No. P.O. OO2/B/1O3

To

Postmaster

STANLEY
Stanley, Falkland Islands.

1.8 th February, 19^0

■ The Honourable.
The Colonial Secretary.,

It is requested
that, in any refer-

to this memo-
the above

nmnber and date
should be quoted.
From

MEMORANDUM.
T—

v !

Subject Violated Registered Item.

I regret to inform you that regsytered item No. L27889 from Messrs William
Holzman & Co., 115 Broadway, Nev/ York 6, to Colonial Treasury, Stanley, Falkland
Islands was received in this service from Montevideo in a damaged condition®
The packet had been resealed in Montevideo and endorsed "Lacre saltado y cierre
en real estado engomado y roto - 1/2/60 Hora 10 y 35."The translation of which,
I understand, reads "Sealing wax broken off and enclosure in bad condition,
gummed and torn". The item was opened by the Colonial Treasurer in the presence
of two Treasury officials and found to contain two similar American magazines ’Movie
Life’ dated January i960 and torn into six strips. In a separate communication
addressed to the Colonial Treasurer, the senders advise posting Falkland Islands
currency notes totalling £328.

A complete report has been forwarded by air to the Nev/ York office, together
with the wrapping and remaining contents. A copy of this report has been addressed
to the Montevidean Office®

No covering verification note was received from Montevideo.



No. 071/4

It. is requested
Ufc in any refer-

to this memo
randum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

From:
P....o...s...t...jDi..a...s...t...e...r....,

MEMORANDUM.

.4th....Ma.r.ch.>.

To......
The Honourable,
The.. Colonial..Score t ary.,

VM-

19 60 o

Stanley, Falkland Islands.
STANLEY, Falkland Islands.

Subject VIOLATED EOLWAPD MAILS,

T enclose a copy of a letter from the G-.P.O. in London relating to violated
parcels contained in our parcel despatch No.15 of 30th November, 1959*

The detailed list of mistreatment may be briefly summarized as follows:

Parcels completely missing 1
Wholly violated 8
Partly violated 1
Partly opened with contents
apparently intact 18

Total number of mistreated items 28

This figure represents over 50^ of the total number of parcels despatched by

the November sailing of R.M.S. "Darwin”, Four of the parcels were insured
for a total coverage of £15. 11s. 7d. and with your approval I propose to
advise senders and request them to file their claimrbefore the end of the
current month. Senders of uninsured items will be advised, but unlike the
U.K. admire*, strati on, we have no authority to compensate.

On this particular voyage "Darwin" docked at Montevideo a.m. on 4th
December to connect "Highland Monarch" sailing 11th December and "Argentine
Star" 13th December. Our mail was obviously not shipped by either of these
two sailings and remained in Montevideo until "Uruguay Star" departed on or
about 30th December,

I will, of course, address the Uruguayan administration on the subject
and request that/a proper investigation be carried out with a view to estab
lishing the origin of mistreatment and obtain their comments regarding the
delay in shipment. I am perfectly satisfied that the despatch left this
office in good condition.

In addition to the above matter it is now evident that a bag of surface
registered mail foi’warded from Great Britain via Montevideo under serial No.
45/1 of 14th January, 1960 has failed delivery. This bag should have arrived

by "Protector" on 15th February with the remainder of the despatch. There is
still no sign of it in today*s mail and has obviously not been overlooked.
Non-arrival was reported to G.P.O. who have since confirmed its despatch by
telegram. J

Pos

—»
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* P±THE )IVISI'" ? L COMTEO’~.P_.

MOUNT PLESANT POST C FICE,
W LONDON, '. C. 1.

1133/Port Stanley/156
18 February,1960.

Sir,
I am directed to say in confirm?tion of

verification note No. 1-U9 forwarded to Port Stanley-
on 15th February, 1po0, that upon checking the Port
Stanley-St. Britain Parcel hail No. 15 Deep- tched
30th TTovember, 1959 per S. S. ’’Uruguay Star”, one
ordinary parcel was found to be missing. In addition
th .■ contents of three bags were found to have been
violated. The bags in which the violated parcels
were received were intact on arrival rt this office.

A list is enclosed giving details of the content:
of the mistreated, bags.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

SGD. J. RYDE.

The Colonial Postmaster,
Port Stanley,

Fa1kland Is1a nds. 

for Divisional Controller.
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No. 011/4/29

It is requested
that, in any refer-
■uce to this memo-
Jndum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

MEMORANDUM.

19 60.8th....Mar.ch,.

.To.;.
H?om:

P .Q...S....t. m. a..s...t...e..r...x
The Honourable,
The Colonial S eere tary

Stanley, Falkland Islands.
STANLEY, Falkland Islands.

Subject Postage Stamps lost in Transit.

I enclose a copy of a letter received from Messrs Gordon (Stamps) Ltd®,
relating to a violated parcel of stamps originating from this Office.

IH--T •

our parcel despatch No.15 of 30th November,
Kingdom per s.s. ’’Uruguay Star” in a damaged

) The G.P.O.

The parcel was contained in
1959 which arrived in the Uni.ted v 
condition. (Please see my memo 073/1 dated the 4th inst.)
describe this particular parcel as being received with wrapper torn and con
tents exposed. The weight is also recorded as 4 ozs less than that shown
on the declaration. In the circumstances I feel that although the addressee
has accepted the parcel without reserve, we should honour' the claim by merely
replacing the stamps from local stocks^. Presumably Crown Agents will have
destroyed their stocks before this. • /ku

73.



GORDON (STAMPS) LTD.

19, SANDERSTEAD AVENUE,
£ CRICKLEWOob',

LONDON,N. W. 2.

Feb. 11.60*
011/A/21/A

Postmaster,
Falkland Is*

Dear Sir,
’..e are very pleased to report the arrival of two missing

parcels,except that Mo* 929 was retied in transit. Special postman
at door would not leave without us accepting them as in good order,
and as we were so anxious to handle some of the contents of 929
as we were comitted to deliver together with other values in other-
parcels, we signed for them.

Missing 65 x 0 '
1 50 x 2d (probably 5 x -J- sheets of 30 ) .

60 x 20; ’ " full sheet. -
local Postmaster advised same day of these shortages.
Badly creased by repacking are 1 sheet 1d

3 i ” 2d
x 1 11 20 plus 5 corner

copies (1 each sheet
have heard from Of own Agents their G/.fO/G of Feb. 10th

that they have no authority to exchange stamps not obtained from
them.

From above you will see we cither have to send stamps
creased, supplied surplus to those ordered, and shortage made good,
by sending back to you, which will take many months, so we ask that
you be good enough to request C. Agents London to exchange these
and the Falk. Deps folded badly, for others of current issue.

Await reply,

Yours faithfully,

(SGD.) ? GORDON

Director.



0604/a.

Dear Chpis

I an afraid mail violations are on us again, this time in the
reverse direction. Twenty eight parcels from our parcel despatch of the
1st November, 1959, or 5Q- of the total,' t&k violated and this is a break
down of what happened -

Parcels completely missing
holly violated

Partly violated
Partly opened with contents
apparently intact

1
8
1

18

28
ry«am-S4»

On this particular voyage "Darwin* docked at Montevideo a.m. on
the 4th December to connect the "Highland Monarch" sailing on the 11th
December and the ’Argentine Star" on the 15th December. It appears that
our mail was not shipped by either of bhese two vessels but was retained
in Montevideo for the "Uruguay Star" which sailed on or about the 30th
December. Incidentally it seems that much the same thing happened with a
mail that arrived in Montevideo early in July last year to connect with a
ship leaving for the United Kingdom two days later but which was in fact
kept for sone three weeks in Montevideo.

One bag of surface registered mail forwarded from the United
Kingdom via Montevideo under Serial Ko. 45/1 of the 14th January, I960,
lias failed to reach us. I should have arrived on the Protector in mid
February with the remainder of the despatch. It still did not arrive on
the incoming "Darwin" mail on the 4th March. Its despatch has been con
firmed by the G.P.O. by telegram.

KOI-

.GDT/I1.1

C.H. Rose, Esq.,
British Embassy,

7VIDE0.

,AS J/-., 7

J
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Yours sincerely

Aubrey Denton-Thompson.

Copy to P.M. u.f.s. S.P. & T.



Decode.

GTC

TELEGRAM.
From . G-° ve r no r, Fa 1.. cla nd I s la nd s 0

rp Amba s s ado r, II o nt e v i de o.

Despatched:

Received:

L.pril^ I9 60. Time-. uoo.

19 Time :

Co ni?i de n t i a 1 o

Following for Hose from Denton-Thompson.

13 parcel mail hags and 1 registered mail hag
from the mail that arrived on the 26th from Montevideo
have heen violated. If not the worst this is one of
the worst mail violations we have had. it is clear
that this problem is again becoming most serious.
Grateful to know whether any special security steps
can be taken in Montevideo in future to safeguard
our mails.

nGDT/IIi

Governor.



CONFIDENTIAL

'

(1511/60^

BRITISH EMBASSY,

MONTEVE DEO

May 9, 1960

I was sorry to see from your telegram of April 27 of the
serious violations to your last consignment of mail.

I went to see the Acting Director of the Post Office
here - Vasguez, the man with whom the Governor exchanged stamps -
taking a note on the latest violations and the ones which you
reported to your outward mail of last November. I reminded him
that we had to give up our checking and stamping of mail bags in
transit to Port Stanley because we simply could not cope with the
number of bags in the time available, and I asked him whether he had
anything to suggest in order to deal with this increasingly serious
situation. I said of course that I did not know at what point in
the journey the violations took place, although I was pretty certain
they did not take place between Montevideo and Port Stanley, but that
the Governor, who was passing through Montevideo shortly, would no
doubt want to discuss the whole matter in London and that I should
therefore like to give him the views of the Uruguayan Postal
authorities.

I fear that nothing very definite emerged from this approach.
In reply to my note, two minutes from different parts of the
Uruguayan Post Office were produced, both designed to show that
the writer had no responsibility in the matter. I gave translations
of all these documents to the Governor.

If the violations do take place here, I hope that my
intervention may result in some tightening up of security
arrangements, even if the local authorities will not admit any
blame. I have also arranged to reinstitute the Embassy checks
on future despatches, not of all the bags, which is beyond our
scope, but a spot-check of, say, one in ten. This will start on
the DARWIN‘s June voyage. I am at a loss to know what more we
can do here. The Governor, as you know, is fairly satisfied that
the violations do not.take place in the United Kingdom. But they
may take place on the way to Montevideo. This is a matter for the
G.P.U. to investigate. In any case, without some positive evidence
that they take place here, it is very difficult for us to probe the
Uruguayan postal authorities too hard. I do not know whether the
G.P.O. widfll consider sending a man the whole way through to
Port Stanley to check the procedure at every stage. We should, of
course, have to clear this with the Uruguayan authorities, but it
might be worth considering if the violations continue.

A.G. Denton-Thompson, Esq., O.B.E., M.G.,
Colonial Secretary,

PORT STAHLEY,
Falkland Islands.

CONFIDENTIAL



COHFII) ;NTlAi;O6OU/A

16th Kay i960

Thank you very much indeed for your confidential
letter 1511/60 of the 9th May about our mail violations.

I am very sorry to have to inflict this additional
worry and work on you, and on the Embassy staff, I
really do not see what more you can do than , ou have al
ready done, and I feel fairly certain that the G-.P.C* will
have to arrange for a complete security check on a number
of voyages all the way from London to Stanley (and not ex
cluding Stanley).

It is. really very worrying indeed, and I gather
that this particular Colony is being more badly caned,
in proportion, than other Colonies. .'c shall wave to
sec what lucn the Governor has in London

Signed A.G. Denton-Thompson

Cftd<. Pose Esq.,
1-1. * Charge dr Affaires,
Br iti sh wmba ssy,
MONTEVIDEO.

AGDT/MIV
CONFIATITIAL

I



O6O4/A

15th June, 60,

Prom: The Colonial Secretary,

To: The Acting Superintendent,

Posts & Telegraphs Dept.,

STANLEY.

postage Stamps Lost in Transit

I am directed to refer to your memorandum Oll/A/29 of 8th March,
I960, regarcHng postage stamps lost in transit and to authorj.se the
replacement of the following stamps

65 x |d
150 x 2d
60 x 2^-d

(Sgd.) D.R. Morrison

for COLONIAL SECRETARY.

brm/lh

Copy to Audit

authorj.se


CteO*-/ a CONFIDENTIAL

(1511/60)

BRITISH EMBASSY,

MONTEVIDEO

June 69 i960

l</7 Thank you for your letter jof May 16 reference O6O2j./a
' about mail violations. The'Governor will tell you what

transpired in London and, for the moment, there does not
appear to be anything more we can do here. As I explained
to him, I am not in favour of a diplomatic complaint, as
was being considered in the Colonial Office, at this stage,
since if we do this we shall forfeit the possibility of
co-operation from the Uruguayan Postal Authorities in
investigating the problem. But if the Head of the G. P.O.
decides to send out someone to go thoroughly over the whole
route, I should like to know in good time so as to be able
to warn the local people here and ensure that:-

(a) they do not tell the staff who actually handle
the mails (if possible), and

(b) they give him every possible assistance.

(C.M. Rose)

A.G. Denton-Thompson, Esq., O.B.E., M.O.,
Colonial Secretary,

PORT STANLEY,
Falkland Islands.

CONFIDENTIAL

(g 0

I



CS O6O5/A
no. PO OV.:/B/189

It is requested
that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
number and date
should be quoted.

From: Postmaster,

MEMORANDUM.

12th June, 19 60

To: The Honourable 3

The Colonial Secretary,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject VIOLATED PARCEL MAIL

Further to dur conversation this morning I confirm the
following details relating to violated Parcel Mail received
from Montevideo per ’Darwin* on 11th June.

SERIAL NO, l6.

SERIAL NO, 17,

2 Bags contained mistreated parcels:
2 Parcels with contents partly missing®
3 Parcels partly opened but content sfaunharmed.

2 Bags contained mistreated parcels:.
3 Parcels with contents completely missing.
3 Parcels partly opened but contents unharmed.

Postmaster



1 ) ECODE.

TELEGRAM SENT.
From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched : 15.6.60 Time: 1550 Received: Time

COMFID^TIZiL

No. 88. Following for Sheffield, from Denton-Thompson.

Kail violations. Further violations occurred, in case of serials
16 and. 17 which arrived, here on June 11th but there' has been an interesting
development. To see whether it could be done our postal officials opened
two G.P.C. bags by slipping the string off fie necks of the bags. One of
these was then successfully resealed by slipping it back on again. It takes
time and patience but it can be done. Reaction of German postal authorities
to violation of •their bags to Falklands 'as to stitch f.ic string closing the
neck of each bag through the bag itself and similar action by G.P.O. might
help.

Governor Md
1
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No. MEMORANDUM.
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
|^pber and date
^Vuld be quoted.

Postmaster,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

22nd, July,.... 19 -J-

The Honourable,
The Colonial Secretary,

ST WLEI

Subject Parcel Post irregularities

I have to report the foil, owing irregularities in the
Parcel Mail received per ’Darwin* on 20th inst.

London ~ P>' Stanley > Serial No«18« ex ’Brazil Star* dated 26th May

6 Parcels with portents missing
13 Parcels with contents partly’* missing
19 Parcels wilfully opened but contents unharmed

TOTAL BAGS RECEIVED - 66
TOTAL BAGS VIOLATED - 9
TOTAL PARCELS MISTREATED - J8

As usual, outer seals \x ■ red intact but inner bags
had been wilfully slashed open.

Hamburg - Port Stanley
Serial Nos, 2A, 26, ,27 Q 28, dated 23rd May, Sth, 10 th de 15tk Tune,

3 Parcels with contents missing
3 Parcels with contents partly missing
A. Parcels wilfully opened but contents unhrnmed

TOTAL BAGS RECEIVED - 13
TOTAL BAGS VIOLATED - A
TOTAL PARCELS MISTREATED - 10

These are the first cases of violations to German Parcels
since the German Postal Administration introduced the new
method of sealing* Seals were all intact upon receipt,
entry have-.ng b ,en made by cutting the seam of the bag and
then carefully re-sewing.

r,z



No. MEMORANDUM.
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above

•
aber and date
uld be quoted.

Postmaster

22nd July. 19 60*

The Honourable,

The Colonial Secretary,

Stanley, Falkland Islands. STANLEY.

Subject F.I.Mails from Great Britain

I enclose herewith a copy of letter .received from G. P.O, which
is self explanatory.

While it is appreciated that G P 0. are doing their utmost to
find a satisfactory solution to our mail problem I dont think we
should encourage them in their latest scheme9 which in fact has
already misfired* It appears that G.P 0. haa^ready for despatch
by ’Amazon1 about 10th June but decided to hold back for a more
favourable connection with ’Darwin’ at Montevideo. This connection
should have been ’Uruguay Star’ sailing from London on 24th June and
arriving Montevideo 14th July. No mail has been received ex ’Uruguay
Star’ and we have had no notification that any was infact despatched
by this vessel. With perfect co-ordination the plan may be
practicablqduring the winter months but during the summer. Naval and
FIDS vessels provide a more frequent service to Monte, many of these
voyages being unscheduled*

Postmaster



COPY

POSTAL SERVICES DEPT.
He adqu art e r s Bui 1 cl ing,
St Mart ins^le-G-r and,

London E C 1

10th June■1960

Sir,

You will no doubt know that Sir Edwin Arrowsmith has
recently visited this country said discussed with us and
the Colonial Office the question of the recurrence of the
violations of the Falkland islands parcel mail

In a further attempt to establish the point at which
these mistreatments occur the following arrangements for
the despatch of parcel mails for the Falklands will take
effect with despatch No 19

1 Outer bags will be double sealed and inner bags
single sealed

2c The impression will be No 95.
3, String used will be dyed red

I should be glad if you would be good enough to ensuro
that, in every case where contents of bags have been violated
the bag itself; the seal, and the whole of the string.
including the odd peice which becomes separated in cutting
through the two turns are returned to us for examination.

You will also wish to be advised that we propose in
future, not to send Falkland Islands mail by each sailing
to Montevideo; but to hold it here and send it by the latest
opportunity which will connect with the sailing of 'Barwin’
from Montevideo

’.re very much regret these irregularities and hope that
the steps we are taking will soon show some results"

1 am Sir
Your obedient servant;

(Sgd) B J R0S3



Govern! ra nt Ifou sc ,
Falkland Islands.

29th July I960

TLW'r GScc^
Once again we }iad 9 out of 66 bags of parcel rail from

England violated, and 1'- out of 13 bag., from Germany. fids
was discovered when the ’Da/win.* arrived on tlip 19th July. As,
I dare say, Aubrey told you, we discovered tliat it is possible
to slip the string off the necks of the English bags, and to
put it back again so the bag shows no evidence of having been
interfered with. I7hen we first reported the violation of
rails from Geishany, the C-errans immediately stitched the string
through the neck of the bags. The A bags I have mentioned
above, were slit in the corners and re-stitched by hand, thus
providing visual evidence that they bra been violated. I have
asked Sheffield in the C.G, to see whether the C-. .th will
agree to stitching the string through the necks of the English
bags, and if they do so, and if these robberies continue, 1
think we si jail have to arrange to rave the bags inspected in
the s-iip before it arrives in V. ntevideo, and again on the
’Darwin’ as soon as they are put on board. If the bogs are
inspected before off loading in A ntevideo, and found, to rave
been opened and re-stitcher when they are put on board the
’Darwin*, this will at least give s concrete evidence of
where these violations take place.

As I told you when I ras in Montevideo, the C.P.O.
agreed to ship our surface mail by whatever ship from England
connects most closely rd th the ’Darwin’. Something went wrong
with their arrange; ent last tine, because the last surface mail
wc received was despatched on the 26th ’’ay, and not ing was
received in the ’Uruguay Star* which arrived on the day the
’Darwin’ was due to sail. The Post Office here Iras tele graphed
asking that all snail they now hold slrauld be eent in the ’Arason’
d o to arrive in Montevideo on the 14th September. If txie
arrange:rants work for the next ’Darwin* trip, surface rail should
arrive in the ’Darro’ which is due in Montevideo on IJth August,
to c nnect with the ’Darwin* Sailing on 16 th August. I do -rat
think we iced rrakc arrangements immediately for an inspection of
of tie incoming and out. oing bags at M ntevideo, because after
the September mail, there slrauld be direct sailings by the ’A.E.S.
and P. I. M.S. ships from the d.K., which should see us through

C.’A hSi).
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until after Christmas. If the rob* erics continue once the
service through Montevideo is resumed, we will then have to
consider this inspection idea, but if it is to be 03? any effect,
it will obviously have -to bo kept secret. This ray not bo so
easy to arrange.

There is one other matter on which you may be able to help
us. The Post aster tells me that the Uruguayans are co-operative
in seeing that o« r surface nail is promptly transferred from one
ship to another after it arrives in 1 Montevideo, when the ’Ik-ivrin1
is in port. On the other hand, there does not seem to be liaison
between the Airmail Department of the Poet Office and the Surface
Depart ent in Montevideo. It has happened that airmail arriving
in Montevideo in time to catch the •Darwin* lias not done so. For
instance, if the Comet did arrive on time on July 15th, there would
have been time for the mail it carried to have been sent here by
the ’Darwin’, which did not sail until Saturday morning. The Post
Ma...ter tells me this sort of thing has happened more than once, and
1 wonder if there is anything that could be done about it.



Herewith Verification Note
from Uruguay kindly translated
for us by Rev. ereStead. VN
refers to bag 7 from Parcel Post
despatch Noa 10 dated 11th March
from London a Bag 7 contained
only wrappers when opened and
should have contained 30 Dresses
etc o

■acU tax*- v* '



BeV.21/60

Uruguayan Postal from England
Aomin is tration F by steamer "Durango”

W Bulletin de Verification

(translation)

This is to inform you that on the arrival of bags containing p -reels

in transit for Port Jtanley - corresponding to despatch Mo. 10 of

your postal service, vie confirm that Bag No. 7 arrived with its

seals in perfect condition and that on the label it was stated to

contain 5 parcels but that, judging from its little weight, contents

must have been tampered with. On this -account we requested the

presence of the General Inspectorate of Posts ’-nd of the Chief of

the Port ^</^and a
certificate was made out of which we enclose v. copy.

ACCORD In Montevideo, axfchsmsdxth on the sixth of £kx3c April 1960

the undersigned having been appointed - Inspector ’lector Halet assisted

by Assistant Inspector Ramon Mario Gonzalez, ttt the Foreign Dept.

of Parcels Post, there being present the head of the same Dept. Senor

Juan Pedro Arremon, the Head of the Port Branch, Senor Luis Lanza,

Senor Santiago Mendez and the officials from the General Management

of Customs - Parcels Post Section - Senores Juan Firpo and Walter

Lezue - these proceeded to inspect the condition and fastenings of

the bag of parcels proceeding from London ip. transit for Port Stanley

which as stated on the label was No. seven, despatch ten, stating

on the reverse side that it contained five parcels. On inspection

the fastenings and state of the sack called for no comment; the weight

on beinfj checked was shown to be eight kilos two hundred and eighty

grammes. Following this the seal was checked, and we certify that
cUm/o

this was adjusted with & clsbg number 45 v/ith the inscription "London” .

There being no occasion for anything more, the certificate was made

out and signed by those taking part, in an original and four

carbon copies, on the date and in the place aforementioned



Government I iou se,
Falkland Islands.

30th July I960

>)w-
Please refer to DentonrThorcpson’3 telegram P.c*8C of

the 15th June, about the further violations’dT our nails.
.;c have since received a nail on the 19th July, and 9 out of
66 bags of parcel mil from England, and A out of 1} bags of
parcel.. fr in Gcz-many were violated. Denton-Thompson’s
telegra-a told you that we had discovered that it is possible
to slip the tring off the necks of the bags, and. of the
action of the Germans in 3 titelling the str'ng through the
necks of the bags. The /■, Geraan bags that ere violated
U-iis bitte hat been lit near the bott m, and resewn by hand.

I think it Y«ov:d be a good idea if the G.1.0. could
stitch the string through the necks of the bags before soalir./
them* Although this nisy mt prevent the robbing of our
mil, it does at least provide visual evidence tint a bar; has
been opened, as in the case of these Geroan bags. If the
violations continue, 1 third: v;c will have to arrange for bags
to be inspected on the ship im .ediatcly before it arrives in
Montevideo, and to be esaindned again as they go on board the
’Dorwin’ • ’ f we find that bags have been opened and re-stitched,
it will provide tho evidence we need that those violations are
taking place in ' ontevideo, or on the ship before it gets there*

As far as the immediate future is concerned, v/c have
telegraphed the G*. .0. to ask that all surface mail for these
Islands should be shipped in the ’Amazon’, which is due to
arrive in Montevideo on the 14th September. The ’Darwin’ also
sails on that day, and so there should bo very little opport nity
for this rail to be interfered with* Gore thing went wrong
with the arrangements last tire, because the last parcel mil
received hox’c on the 19th J ly was despatched from England on
the 26th ay* The • rarwin1 left Montevideo on the 16th July,
and connected with the ’Uruguay Star’, which arrived in I.-onto-
video on the 15 th. Our surface m il should liave been despatched
in the ’Uruguay Star1, and there must have been some mistake in
England*

The position will become easier in the next few months,

A.II* 3U ESA



for aftei* the ’Amzon’ ic. September, there will he direct
opportunities for the Falklands by the ’ M.mJ and !•; I.: .... ships,
which should carry us through until .after Christtras# The Post
Office here is advising the G-#P#O. of these sailings.

hhile X was in ‘Montevideo, I investigated the possibility
of -MacLeand Stapledon rccoivin. our <iils and keeping them in
safe custody, but they are not able bo do this, and so we must
cGiicentrute on slip lug them from ingland i.: the s?;ip which
connects with tiie’1'01^71^ ♦ i'he Falkland Islands Carany prepare
lists of ’Darwin’ sailings, which also incl .de particulars of the
s. ic/O with which the ’Darwin’ connects in -Montevideo, and ?' am
s rc that the,/ would make their 1961 list available to the C»?»C.
as soon as it is prepared#



Letters to Sheffield at the
in Montevideo about our mails at

Colonial Office and Rose
at 166 -169 in this file.



COPY

DONALD J. ROSS, C.M.B.H.I.

Port Stanley, Falkland Islands, South Atlantic

The Honourable R.V. Goss,
PORT STANLEY.

29th July, I960.

Dear Sir,

With the arrival of the last mail I feel that the time has
arrived for drastic action to be taken in respect of same.

Being in business it is easy for me to arrive at the views
of the public in general and without question there is general
dissatisfaction in regards to the mail position.

In these day’s of modern equipment and transportation it
is fantastic to believe that the latest sea mail that was re
ceived by the last ’’DARWIN” was despatched from the United Kingdom
on the 26th May. and what was received, reached I should think a
new high level in regards to pilferage, this alone calls for
drastic action to be taken and I beg to suggest that the Government
should be approached with the suggestion that the ’’A.E.S.’’ is sub
sidised or that part of the subsidy is transferred from the "DARWIN”
contract so as to enable the ’’A.E.S." to undertake an extra trip
making a total of five per year, so as all sea mail is despatched
direct and Air Mail to continue as usual via Montevideo.

I think direct shipment is the only answer as at least it
will cut down the avenues for pilferage which means safer delivery
also there is the knowledge that there is no possibility of the
mail being left in Montevideo for a extra month owing to tranship
ment.

I sincerely trust that you will do your best to press for
direct shipment as I think you will agree that the Falklands must
have the most inferior mail service of all the British colonies, if
not in the world.

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) D. Ross

4







GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Dace

ETAT PSY 30.7.50

To
ETAT POSTGEN CHIT LONDON

GRATEFUL YOU HOLD FALKLANDS SURFACE AND PARCEL NAILS FOR DESPATCH

BY AliAZON SAILING LONDON 27TH AUGUST STOP YOUR LETTER 27353/59 of 1OTH

JUNE SURFACE DESPATCH S/N 18 AND PARCEL S/N 19 NOT RECEIVED PLEASE

CONFIRM DESPATCH DATE RY TELEGRAM

Time

POSTJ1ASTER



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

(W. & S.^250 Pd/7/59). RECEIVED

------------------------------------- •
FALKLAND ISLANDS

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

London El;/ ,t , < o A] p.i y/ I '• 11’>2 2.0e60o

To
post::•ASTER STAIsTPY

SURF'CP LETTER ^SPATCi: 1c SURE TCP P/JiCEL DESP-TCPPS
^9 - 20 - 21 O’T DRUE. SAILED 2J T-JLY

POST'S!

Time



X. E.

Please see 178, 180 and 181.

As regards 180 and 181 arrangements for next
mail to come by DRINA seem satisfactory. What
went wrong was that mail which should have come by
URUGUAY STAR was held back a month for DRINA.
Supt. P. & T. is taking this up.

Re 178. Mr. Goss spoke and lent me the
original to copy. I doubt whether we could work
the suggestion to transfer the subsidy so as to
enable the A.E.S. to make an extra sailing. Any
how we might watch result of present action.

One point Mr. Goss made was that although he
knows that Government is doing its best to deal
with this matter the general public does not know.
He suggests that we should somehow make it known
that we are trying to deal with the situation.
Supt. P. & T. agrees but for obvious reasons thinks
that we should not give too much detail of the steps
we are taking. He thinks that there would be no
harm publicising the fact that we have at last
found out how they get the mail out of the bag with
out leaving traces. Supt. P. & T. suggests putting
an announcement over the radio. Shall I ask him
to carry on? Or do you think you or I should
approve the wording?

5th A.ugust, i960.
RHDIv/FH

_ \ ( 1 I*
OhaT CVoW 1

cd/W ^l‘vwA Ctbovtl

1- fx~s cwU »“

id-
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Government is very conscious of the unsatisfactory state, to put

it mildly, in which parcels mails are continuing to arrive in Stanley.

The violation of our mails has been the subject of numerous letters to

the G.P.O., and interviews have taken place in London with senior

officials of the G.P.O., who are as anxious to put a stop to these

violations as we are.

One of the problems that has baffled investigators, is how the

thieves have managed to open the mail bags without harming the seal.

Bags have been received in Stanley apparently intact, but with their

contents rifled. As a result of investigations in Stanley, the apparently

impossible has been accomplished, and this problem has now been solved.

The G.P.O. has been asked to take certain measures which will prevent

similar occurrences in future.

The dis co very of how a bag can be opened without damaging the seal

will not guarantee the safe arrival of all mails, for a thief can open

a bag by cutting it and restitching it afterwards. However, when this

happens, there is visual evidence that a bag has been violated, and if

there are such violations in future, it is hoped that it will be possible

to determine where they occur.

To minimise the risk of pilferage occurring during transhipment,

the G.P.O. has been asked to ship our surface mails only on the vessels

which connect most closely with the sailings of R.M.S. ’Darwin*. For

instance, the September parcels will arrive in Montevideo in the ’Amazon*

on September 14th, to connect with the ’Darwin* which is due to sail

for Stanley on the same day.

After September, advantage will be taken of direct sailings from

the United Kingdom, and surface mails will be despatched in the ’A.E.S.’

sailing London about September 7th, due Stanley early October; the

R.R.S. ’Shackleton’ sailing Southampton September 27th, due Stanley

November 5th; the R.R.S. ’John Biscoe’ sailing Southampton October 24th,
\k-due Stanley November 22nd; and again[the ’A.E.S.* sailing London in

November,/. .........
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November, due Stanley about the middle of December. If space permits

surface mail will also be despatched in the ’Kista Dan’, sailing

London about 4th December, due Stanley about 1st January.

It is hoped that by taking advantage of these direct sailings

all Christmas mails for the Colony from the United Kingdom will be

received intact.



FALKLAND ISLANDS

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

(W. & S. Ltd.—250 Pd/7/59). RECEIVED
Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

1 Darwin 73 2005 16.8.60.

To
Phone Fleetwing Stanley

Sailed 1000 Tuesday 9 airmail 3U0 letter parcel stop..............

Advise government have rejected, some mail suspected broached later

officially opened in presence embassy staff and suspicions confirmed

stop This mail now on board stop Require Postmaster attend on board
on arrival before any mail will be landed stop Embassy report on

proceedings tocome next voyage

Master.

Time jq
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CPe Falkland Islands Company, timited*
o ( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)°

REGISTERED 1902.

AGENTS FOR LLOYDS.

TELEGRAMS "FLEETWING PO RT STAN LEY" VIA RADIO.

17th August

The Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Secretariat,
Stanley.

Dear Sirs

Dor your information we quote text of
Master’s sailing telegram concerning condition of
mails due on RMS ’’DARWIN” 20th Augusto

ooo.FI.rt.Vj2j K ± JjJ J OOlVixb

BROACHED LATER OFFICIALLY OPENED IN PRESENCE EMBASSY
STAFF AND SUSPICIONS CONFIRMED STOP THIS MAIL NOW
ONBOARD STOP REQUIRE POSTMASTER ATTEND ONBOARD ON
ARRIVAL BEFORE ANY MAIL WILL BE LANDED STOP EMBASSY
REPORT ON PROCEEDINGS TO COME NEXT VOYAGE STOP”

The Postmaster has been advised of this
news and we are requesting him to hoard the ship
with the Clearance Party immediately on berthing.

Yours faithfully,

The Falkland Islands Trading Co, Ltd.,

Shipping Department.



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

(W. & S. Ltd.—250 Pd/7/59). RECEIVED
Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

42 London U2 162+0 18.8.60.

To
postmaster Stanley F.I.

parcel mail 19 20 21 due Stanley shortly stop please open all bags &

of serial 19lby cutting canvas at bottom but avoiding seams leaving

jjies and seals intact stop peturn by airmail any bags which contained
mistreated parcels



(1511/60)

CQNFIDSiNTIAL

BRITISH EMBASSY,

MONTEVIDEO

) August 15, I960
^1^4^

Thank you for your letter of July 29. I am very
sorry to hear about these further serious violations of
mail. I agree with your suggestion about inspections
before the bags are unloaded in Montevideo, if you can
get the G-.P.O. to agree to the special stitching. I
am not sure, however, how this inspection could be kept
secret. Even if the G.P.O. sent an inspector with the
bags in the ship, his inspection would probably be known
about, and it might be better to ask the Uruguayan
authorities to agree to a joint inspection when they
took the bags over in Montevideo. By this means
responsibility for any further violations could
demonstrably be pinned down to the Uruguayans. However,
I see that all this will not now arise until after
Christmas and before then you will have had a chance
to discuss the inspection arrangement further with the
Ambassador when he comes to visit you in November.

Apr I will look in to the question of transferring
your air mail bags quickly to the’Darwin”. One

; difficulty may be that the Comet has taken to arriving
* Iv late and this may have caused delay.

? L L

( C . M. 's
His Excellency-

Sir Edwin Arrowsmith, K.C.M.G., p <
FALKLAND ISLANDS. 1I-

gonfidential 1



Government House,
Falkland Islands.

23rd August I960

Thank you for your letter Ko. 1511/60 of the 15th .August.
You know all about the trouble there was with some bags in • - ■nte-
video last time, but our ordinary parcel nail from .Ingland was
received here intact. I am sure that the quick transfer from
the mail ship to the ’Darwin* in K ntevidec will rake a good
deal of difference. Ac ca mot make similar a-range? ;:ents, unfort
unately, for German rail, which at present seems to be the chief
victim. It usually contains valuable things like cameras, and
.jo .must be a source of rick profit to the thieves.

Thank you for looking into the ratter of oux* air ail
bags, the fact that the Comet has taken to arriving late does
complicate matters.



D.J. Ross, Esaf,

Dean Street,

STANLEY,

7, Drury Street,

Stanley.
2Lvth. August, 1960.

Dear Mr. Ross,

Thank you for your letter of the 29th. July, 1960,

the contents of which I immediately discussed vzith the

Honourable the Colonial Secretary. As a result of this

discussion Government decided to issue a statement on the
subject of mail pilferage which was broadcast as a "News Item"

on the 12th. Inst. I am enclosing a copy of this statement

for your retention.

I regret to hear of further violations of the mail which

arrived by "Darwin" on the 20th. inst., but assure you that

Government is doing all that is possible to overcome this

serious problem.

Yours sincerely,

Member or Legislative Council.

(Copy to the Honourable the Colonial Secretary.)



R.M.S ."Darwin" •
M.G.Greece, Esq.
Acting Manager.
The Falkland Islands Trading Co.,Ltd.
Stanley.

17th August, 1960.
MAIL PILFERAGE.

Dear Sir,

Further to my telegram of the 16th instant, advising you of mail pilferage,
I herewith report in fuller detail.

A total of 9 bags airmail and 540 bags assorted letter and parcel mail
were loaded in Montevideo on 15/16th August, 1960. The 540 bags of assorted
letter and parcel mail comprised 284 bags ex R.M.S. "Drina’’, arrived Montevideo
15th August, and 56 bags already in Montevideo awaiting shipment. This latter
consignment consisted of mail from various places of origin, including Germany.

’’Darwin" commenced loading mail at 2100 hours, 15th August, direct from
’’Drina". This transhipment operation was conducted under the close supervision
of responsible officers from both vessels, and Mr.J.Drever of Messrs. Maclean &
Stapledon, and the mail concerned was under their direct view at all times.
Necessary transport and handling was effected by Uruguayan postal truck and
workers, except where stevedores were involved. During loading the Chief Officer
of ’’Darwin", Mr.W.Goss, noticed that a number of bags felt very light for parcel
mail, and refused to accept three bags which he suspected of having been
pilfered. These 5 bags were taken away by the Uruguayan postal workers for
examination, and were left in the port post office overnight. When work ceased
for the night 255 bags had been, loaded into "Darwin", the remainder of "Drina’s"
mail (46 bags) was taken direct from that vessel to the port post office where
it was left overnight, together with the 5 bags rejected from "Darwin".

At 0855 hours, 16th August, "Darwin" resumed loading the remaining mail
from the port post office. 1 bag of German mail from this consignment was
rejected by the Chief Officer and returned to the post office for examination.
Mr.G.Toomer, and Mr.D.Reed, of the British Embassy,attended the post office for
the opening, and examination, of the 4 rejected bags. 2 bags were found badly
pilfered, - 1 bag registered parcels ex U.K., and 1 bag German mail. These 4
bags were re-sealed and placed on board "Darwin".

During the night of 15/16th August, and again immediately on completion of
loading at 1045 hours, 16th August, all mail on board "Darwin" was securely
locked up, and the keys held by Chief Officer. It is intended that the
unlocking be witnessed by the Postmaster on vessel’s arrival at Stanley. The
284 bags of "Drina" mail have been carefully kept separated into three lots,
i.e. 255 bags loaded direct; 46 bags which remained in the Uruguayan post office
overnight; and 3 bags sent back for examination. If care is exercised in
maintaining this separation in Stanley it should be easily ascertained whether
any pilferage occurred prior to arrival in Montevideo. Some of the "Drina" mail
appears to have been lying in the U.K. for some time before shipment. I think
it unlikely that pilferage took place in "Drina", but the conditions of carriage
in this vessel are being investigated by Messrs. Maclean & Stapledon, and
British Embassy. A report for the Colonial Government is in course of prepar-
-ation by the British Embassy and should come forward next voyage.

Yours faithfully,

Master.

c.c. Colonial Secretary./
postmaster.
File.
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TELEGRAM S E N T.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: 25.8.60 Time: 11.55 Received: 25.8.60 Time:

CONFIDENTIAL

No. 90 Following from Sheffield. Mail.

All hags in despatch No. 22 on * Amazon* ,sailing 27th August will
have in addition to normal red tie second red tie with single turn
stitched eight times through canvas 4 inches from top, with same seal
as normal tie.

2. Royal Mail Line will check mails specially on discharge Montevideo.

J. Please ask 'LacLean and Stapledon to check hags on receipt from
M ntevideo Post Office and challenge any showing signs of interference.

4. P Lease inform Post Master action proposed.

xu u
CTO :



It is req nested
that, in any refer
ence to this memo-

S
n the above
r and date
be quoted. 1 onou.r.

Colonial S

MEMORANDUM.

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject

~ i_-• • to report th* foil d® I] g jgulariti js
' 1 r 1 * 1 ' igust:

, ■- ■-shipped lireci " . ' . ’to
’Darwis * u d op n id. ii pr z ? Embassy d Pc ital
Offici 1 ” nte ’. c folic Istrc

Contents unharmed, but

C<>] t ts coi .j 1 t 1} i i.ng: 2 3 cel

P ire j1 1 ’ 11 Pi r~.. ' ‘o

2 B- js vill ‘.tedp __ 1 , - •-> nn
Contents con>x-lately hissing: 3 parcels
Contents u:s-’. but reels
wilfully opened.: 2 parcels

ns oer.



Govemraent House,
Fallzlaad Islands

26th , ugust 1..60

I was very glad to learn from your telegram of
August 25th that the Post Office have agreed to stitch
the string through the neck of our bags. I am sure this
will make a lot of difference, for we shall be able to
spot any bags that have been interfered with.

I think too, that se.d2.ng our mails by a directly
connecting ship is making a difference. There were no
violations of the last parcel mail from the which was
transferred direct from the ’krizTa’ to the 1 Darwin1, and
this will bo hap.gening again with our September . ail, which
is being shipped in the ’Amazon1 •

The German mails are at present the rain sufferers.
These corse direct to Montevideo in a Gennii ship, and rag
be there some time. Gexmn Trails contain costly items,
such as cameras, clocks, binoculars, and the like, and so
the thieves reap a rich harvest. One bag of German mail
as rejected last time by the Chief Officer of the ’Darwin’,
and re tinned to the Post Office foi* examination.. Two
officials from our ikabassy were present when the bag was
opened. It was found to have been pilfered. I have not
yet received a report from the Embassy, 'but I expect to do
so by our next mail. Since the Germans have also adopted
the practice of stitching the string through the recks of the
bags, it will be difficult for the Uruguayan Post Office to
disclaim responsibility once they have accepted the bags from
the incoming German ship without protest.

As a ratter of interest, 1 enclose two labels and seals
which were slipped over the neck of the bags hero, and which
could have been replaced so that there would have been no sign
of interference; but since arrangements have now been made
for stitching through the canvas, this will not happen any more.

jhiiy thanks for all the interest you have been taking
in this matter. 1 feel that wo are now on the right road.



] ) ecode.

TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 27.8.60 Time: q^o Received: Time:

cci’gngroiAL

Following for Sheffield. Your No. 90. Hany thanks

for . our help and co-operation Post Office.

G-TC : W



0604/A
co'. Mpn’r/i

3Oth August

Gentlemen,

an directed to refer to the question of rail
violations that have been occurring fro- time to tine and
to inform you that with a view to preventing further
violations all bags in despatch ho. 22 from the C-.P.O.
have been shipped, by Amazon with in addition to
the normal red tie a second red tie it'; single turn
stitched eight tines tiirough canvas four inches from the
top with the sane seal as normal tie* The 'loyal Hail
Line will check mils on discharge at Montevideo.

2. It would be appreciated if you would check bags
on receipt from the Montevideo Post Office and challenge
any showing signs of interference.

Maclean & Stapledon, 3. A.,
Ila de Correo, 193,

I an,
&cntlemen,

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) D.R. morrison

for COLONIAL 3GCRSTARY.

Copy to Postmaster.
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TELEGRAM SENT.
From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: 17.9.60 Time: 1040 Received: Time:

No. 96. Following from Bourn "begins.

Violation Mails.

General Post Office have passed, on to us information from Maclean
and Stapledon reference parcel mails 19 20 and 21, that

(i) on August 15th Chief Officer ’’Darwin” receiving mail from
Drina challenged two bags one red label, one parcel, then
locked up in port Post Office and examined following morning.
Though both apparently intact one was then found to have been
tampered with. 16 of 22 parcels had been opened but nothing
was missing, while others had contents (lace mats) missing.

(ii) Your Postmaster has since telegraphed that these mails were
received intact.

2. Grateful information on what roused Chief petty Officer’s
suspicions, and exact identity of two bags examined. There must be
some misunderstanding about Postmasters report; grateful clarification.

3. Copy correspondence follows by airmail. Ends.

State.

e-H

G.T.C. : DRM
Typed : LH

Secretary of



Tel.: ABBey 1266 COLONIAL OFFICE

THE CHURCH HOUSE
Your Reference GREAT SMITH STREET
My Reference COM 207,/50/01

S.W.1

22nd August, 1960.

1 I am extremely sorry to learn from your letter of the 30th July
that the mail violations are still continuing. I ha#$ ses&^a copy
of Denton-Thompson’s tglegram to the Post Office on the 16th June
and reminded Rose on the 3rd August that I had not had their comments.
I am writing to Hose again today with a request to let you know what
is happening about your suggestion for bag stitching.

I will also ensure that the G.P.O. are following the ideas
about shipment which you have telegraphed and I hope very much that
there will be no interference whilst these special arrangements
are in force.

I will write you again as soon as possible

(A. H. SHEFFIELD)

Sir Edvrin Arrowsmith, K.C.M.G.
Government House,

Port Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS



COLONIAL OFfk

SANCTUARY

GREAT SMITH STREET

S.W.1

2$th August, 1960.

\*X Since I^wrote to you on the 22nd August about mail losses I have had further
news from the Post Office and by the time you receive this letter you will have
seen the telegram I sent on the 24th August.

The Post Office were interested to learn about the method being used by the
German administration and experiments have been undertaken with some of the Post
Office bags which had been tied for some time and subjected to considerable
handling and it was found that some of the neck ties had indeed become loose
enough to be slipped off.

One of your bags which had been doubly sealed was found on arrival to have
two rifled parcels. This bag had been secured by means of a bag tie stitched
through the neck and sealed, and in addition, the bag was tied in the usual
manner. It was- found that while the normal bag tie was intact the other one was
cut open. It seems that in this case the thief, having cut the stitching,
slipped off the normal tie and replaced it so effectively that the bag opener did
not observe anything wrong with it. The seal and strong were in good order as
was the bag.

■
The point of all this is of cpurse/the Investigation Branch will require to

produce a method of bag closure that will render any intereference immediately
apparent to anybody receiving the bag. This should enable the investigators to
discover the point at which the violations occur.

In my telegram I described the method of sealing which is to be tried for
the Despatch No.22”in which this letter may be carried. As it happens, on this
occasion there will only be a short interval at Montevideo so the Post Office
experiment may serve no purpose but they hope that this Despatch will reach you
intact.

When we were discussing this matter on the 22nd May we considered the
possibility of despatching mails as late as possible. It is unfortunate that
the Post Office sent mail to the docks for loading on the Amazon due to sail on
the 10th June but it was not loaded owing to a dock labour dispute and had to be
brought back to the Post Office. The Post Office have assured me that they
will do their best to arrange that all future despatches will be loaded on ships
which should reach Montevideo very shortly before the Darwin sailings.

(A. H. SHEFFIELD)

Sir Edwin Arrowsmith, K.C.M.G.
Government House,

Port Stanley
FALKLAND ISLANDS



(1511/60)

BRITISH EMBASSY,

MONTEVIDEO

September 15$ 1960

m

I am sorry that I was not able to send by the last
’’DARWIN” a report on the examination of mail, which you
mentioned, in your letter of August 23*

I think that the best thing I can do is to send you
a copy of the Minute written about this by Reed, our
Administration Officer, who, in company with the Vice-Consul,
Toomer, inspected the two suspect bags which arrived here
on the ’’DRINA”. This inspection is the subject of a not
very informative ’’acta”, produced by the Uruguayan Postal
Authorities, signed by all concerned and sent to the
Post Office in Port Stanley* I understand a copy has
also been sent to the G.P.O. It does look from the
enclosure as though the violation of the ’’DRINA” bags
must have taken place before they left the U.K* I have
not entered into correspondence on this subject with
London because I think that if I write through the
Foreign Office it may only confuse matters at this stage.
But you may like to incorporate the gist of Reed’s comments
in your next report on the subject to the Colonial Office.

With regard to air mail, an example of the difficulty
has arisen this time* The Comet arrived about 36 hours
late, after all freight had been loaded on the ’’DARWIN”
and she had moved out into the ante-port. We are trying
to discover whether there is any mail for you and, if so,
whether there is any chance still of getting it on board.

Its ill
(C.~Ivi* Rose)

His Excellency
Sir Edwin Arrowsmith, K.C.M.G.,

FALKLANDS ISLANDS,
PORT STANLEY.



PORT STANLEY MAIL

As a result of a telephone call from Maclean & Stapledon
on the morning of August 16, 1960, Mr* Toomer and I
accompanied by Hugo Vazquez went to the Port P'ost Office to
inspect two bags containing registered mail for the Falkland
Islands©

2© The two bags in question had been unloaded the previous
night from the us.s. DRINA" and, together with the rest of
the mail for the Falkland Islands from that ship, were taken
directly to the "DARWIN" by the Uruguayan Postal authorities,
in full view of Mr. J. Drever of McLean & Stapledon.

3. The Chief Officer of the DARWIN, who is responsible for
the mail, refused to a ccept the two bags on the grounds that
he suspected that they had been tampered with. The bags
were kept in a secure place by the Postal authorities and
next morning were opened in the presence of Mr. Toomer,
Mr. Drever, the chief of the Port Post Office, Hugo Vazquez
and myself.

4. One bag of mail was in perfect order, but the other had
been rifled and several items were obviously completely
missing.

5. While the bags were being repacked another bag was
brought into the office from a consignment of German mail.
This bag had also been sent back by the Chief Officer of the
DARWIN and also proved to have been rifled.

6. The reports on both cases were made out by the
Uruguayan authorities and one copy of each is attached. I
understand that copies will be sent direct to the G.P.O. in
London, to Germany and also Port Stanley.

7. After the inspections were completed, I went to see the
Captain of the DRINA and explained trhat had happened.

8. The Captain was extremely co-operative and showed me
exactly where the mail was stored during the voyage from
London. As there is no mail room on the ship, all mail is
stored in a hold directly in front of the bridge. There is
no entrance to the hold, other than the hatch cover, which is
composed of several lengths of timber (similar in size to
railway sleepers), over which is placed a heavy tarpaulin,
which in turn is retained by locking bars of iron, padlocked
to the side of the hatch.

9. The only persons who hold keys to the padlocks are the
Second Officer, who is responsible for all mail, and the
Captain himself who keeps a spare set in the safe in his
cabin. At no time is the hold open without being supervised
by the responsible officer.

10. I think that it is quite impossible for the mail to have
been tampered with during the voyage unless it was with the
full knowledge of the Second Officer, which I think highly
improbable especially in view of the very low value of some of
the mail stolen.

11. It seems more than likely, therefore that the robberies
were carried out in the U.K.

(Sgd) D. Reed,
12.9.60.
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15th.September,1960•

Colonial Secretary’s Office
Port Stanley#

Sir,

We are in receipt of your letter dated 50th.~ult. regarding
violations of mails for the Falkland Islands which have occured
from time to time.

We have today discharged from R.M.S. "AMAZON” 192 bags mail
for the Falklands and these were forwarded directly from above
vessel to a launch which in turn delivered them to "DARWIN”,
anchored in the Anteport.

The seals of all bags were in perfect condition on discharge
from "AMAZON” as also on receipt on the "DARWIN".

JAD.

HiIt. (£

Yours faithfully,
MACLEAN Qc STAPLEBON S.A.

AGENTS OF:
Royal Mall Lines, Ltd. - The Pacific Steam Navigation Co. • Cla. Marltlma Holandesa (Uruguay) S. A,, Ba. Alroo, Asunci6n - Rotterdam South America Line -
Van Nlevolt Goudrlaan 4 Co’s Stoomvaart MaatschappiJ N. V. - South America Wont Africa Lino - Holland Intoramorlca Lino - Holland America Lino - Cory
Brothers 4 Co. Ltd. - Satin Shipping Companios - Flota Mercanto del Eotado, Paraguay - Phs. Van Ommoron N. V., - Rotterdam - Navlora Chllona del Pacifico
S. A. Valparaiso, Santiago - Cla. do Acoro del Pacifico. S. A. (Sec. Marltlma) Santiago - San Vlcento - Naviora Coronel S. A., Valparaiso - Cla. Maritime Valek
4 Monckton S. A., Valparaiso - Johnson Brotland Ltd., Liverpool - Universal Shipping 4 Agonclos Ltd., Liverpool - Improver 6. A. (Repros. Maritime), Madrid -
The Falkland Islands Trading Company, Ltd. - Colonial Government of tho Falkland Islands - Crown Agonts for tho Colonies - J. D. Howott 4 Co. Ltd., London -
Vitalis L. A. Mllanowskl, Be. Aires - Simoco S. A., Bs. Aires - Comar S. R. L., Bs. Aires - Polar S. R. L., Be. Alros - Sudatlantlca S. A. Bs. Aires - Marflco S.
R. L. Bs. Airos - Lucero 4 Bramante, Bs. Aires - Arnaldo Braggio 4 Cla. Bs. Airos - Trobol Emp. do Nav. S. R. L. Bs. Alroe - Tho Liverpool 4 London 4
Globo Ins. Co. Ltd. - Tho Marino Ins. Co. Ltd. - Thames 4 Mersey Marino Ins. Co. Ltd. - Tho Federal Ins. Co. Ltd. - Tho Vanguard Ins. Co. Ltd. - Companla
do Soguros "El Globo”.

GENERAL SALES AGENTS FOR BO&t
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I)ECODE.

TELEGRAM SENT.
From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 27.9.60 Time: 1215 Received: Time

C0NFID3NTM.

No. 138* Your telegram No. Following for Bourn "begins.———
Violated. Mails. Confirm parcel mails 19 20 and. 21 received.

intact. Macleans report refers to registered, mail (small packets)
contained, in surface despatch 18 also carried on Drina. Post Office
confirm one bag registered violated. Chief Officer requested by
this administration to scrutinize mails and suspicions aroused by
lack of weight and broken packages felt through canvas. Ends.

G-.T.C.
HB/LH

GOVERNOR

Copy to Ag. S.P.T



Your Kef: CY.I 207/50/01

Government House,
Falkland Islands.

7th October l%0

J

Mary thanks fox* your two letters of the 22nd
and 25th August. In the second one, you referred to
our bag which contained two rifled parcels - one of
these was a parcel from oe to rzy tailor containing a
s.;it and an odd pair of trousers. For some reason,
the thief took the two 'pairs of trousers and left the
jacket behind, putting a child’s cotton frock in their
place!

I think the method now employed of stitching
the tic through the necks, and having the : ails ch ;ckod
out of the ship bringing them to Montevideo, ar.d onto
the ’Darwin’, a; well as shipping them by a directly
connecting ship, is getting results. I7e had no losses
in our last tw parcels mails received via Montevideo.

Thank you again for your interest, and the
trouble you have taken in this matter.

A. IL Sheffield Esq.,
Colonial Office,

London, 1.



7th October i960

Govemmont House,
Falkland Islands.

Please refer to Bourn’s telegram No*96 of the
17th September, and our reply Tlo. 133 of the 27th. I
am afraid there ms some confusion about which mils
v.’erc actually involved. I think you will be inter©sed
to see the enclosed copy of a minute by Reed, the
Administrative Officer of the British ‘fonbassy in Monte--
video. It seems likely from lais repbx’t that the
registered bag was violated in the U.K. before it
reached the ship.

You will see that Recd also refers to the
violation of a bag of German mil, a similar occurr ncc
to tliat to w ;ich I referred in iiy letter to you of the
26th August. I feel pretty sure that the violations
of German mail occur in Montevideo.

A. H. Sheffield Esq.,
Colonial Office,

London, J3.VA1.



Government I louse,
Falkland Islands

Your Ptef: 1511/60

7th October I960

Mary thanks for your letter of eptember 15th 
about our i ails. I was very interested in need’s
minute, and I sliall incorporate the gist of it in our

/4.C i reply to the Colonial Office.

Thank you foi' looking into the matter of the 
airmail. I do appreciate that when the Cornet arrives
so late, there is really nothing that can bo done. You
must be rather worried about the irregularity of Comet
flights, for they will not continue to be well supported
if this goes on.

0. iiOfxii ESQi



No.

Colonial Office Reference Your reference 

of the

information,
consideration, a copy of the paper noted below.

A cv-SC
Savingrom , CONRDENYiAL 
Frife the Secretary of State for the Colonies. C
To the Officer Administering the Government

2 3 SEP 19®Date

7  despatch

With reference to —-— savtngram No. 
7°^ telegram

2 ? tJ ■ ...../ ; ZKs  I enclose, for your

SECER

(E708) Wt53621-7557 10m 1/58 V.B. Gp 791



COPY

G- P 0 POSTAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Headquarters Building,
St. Martin’ s-le-Grand,

London E.C.1.
27353/59

Your Ref. COM 207/50/01
1Jth September, 1960

Dear Sheffield,

You will be interested to see the enclosed copies
of reports which the Royal Mail Lines nave sent us
from the master of the ship that carried Falkland
Island parcel mails numbers 19, 20 and 21 to Montevideo
and from Messrs. Maclean & Stapledon, concerning the
transfer of the mails to the Darwin.

As you will see, these reports make it clear that
at least one bag was violated, although the point at
which this occurred has not been established. The two
bags challenged by the Chief Officer of the Darwin
were kept at the Post Office overnight but the fact
that they were challenged (although we are not told for
what reason) suggests that the violation had already
occurred. We should therefore very much like to know
more about this, but, as you will see from the copy of
the telegram also enclosed, the Postmaster reported
that the mails were received intact.

We should like if possible to follow up this
violation but the original ties of the bags opened at
Montevideo will have been cut, and they have not yet
been returned to us. I wonder whether the Governor
would be good enough to ascertain from Maclean &
Stapledon the numbers of the two bags challenged and
their precise reason for challenging them and also to
obtain from the Postmaster an explanation of his report
that the mails were intact.

f. Sheffield, Esq.,
Colonial Office,

Yours sincerely

Great Smith Street, (Sgd.) B. J. ROSE



E. Sandys, I

___

I am, Sir, Your obedient servant

Isgd) F.A.C. Thacker
Captain.

I was told that some of the packages in the registered bag
had been posted as far back as June 7th, six weeks before we
sailed, also that pllferred mail for the Falkland isles has
been received for some time. The Embassy is reporting the
matter to the G.P.O. London, and I send this report in case
the G.P.O. make any enquiries to you.

Captain —
Chief Marine Superin
Royal Mail Lines, Limit

.gag
Falkland Island .Video 15.8.60

I have to report 17th,
from the British Emba „ make enquiries about
two bags of mall - one Red label and one parcel - to which the
Chief Officer of the s. s. ’’Darwin" had taken exception, and had
been sent to the Embassay for examination. On what grounds the
exception was made I do not know, but on arrival at the Embassy
the G.P.O. seals were intact. It was found that the two bags
had been tampered with.

The Official was shewn the stowage of the mail carried - No
2A hatch, and the conditions under which they were carried, and
expressed his opinion that nothing could have happened to the
mail while onboard. The mail was discharged after dinner on
day of arrival as "Darwin" was due to sail next morning. After
discharge, while the mail was on the wharf waiting for the return
of the lorry, the 2nd Officer was on the wharf watching the pile
of bags. Mr. Dreever of McLean & Stapleton’s, accompanied
each lorry on the trip to the "Darwin".

Dear Sir,

I ■
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PAT 035/26

memorandum.
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence to this memo-
ra^^n the above
nJKr and date
should be quoted.

Postmaster,

5th November,
.......................... 19

The Honourable,

The Colonial Secretary,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.
STANLEY.

Subject Christmas Mail from Great Britain

Prior to the amending of "Darwin’s" itinerary arrangements
were made with G.P.O. to forward our Christmas Mail per "Deseado"
connecting with "Darwin" in Montevideo on 10th December, "Darwin"
is not now expected to sail from Montevideo until 15th December.
This means our mail will Be in the custody of the Uruguayan Post
Office for four or five days. FIC Shipping Master advises tjiat
none of the other ’regular ships’ connect favourably on this
particular voyage. Should I now cancel the above arrangements
and have our mail despatched by ’AES’ arriving here about 30th
December.

60

Postmaster



H.C.S.,
Overleaf
We discussed, and agreed that as the F.I.C. was not in a nos it ion to

confirm that the "AES" would arrive on 30th December and not at a much later
date, ‘the following arrangements afould be adopted

(i) the Christmans mail should come forward on the "Deseado" as at
present arranged

(ii) Government would request the British Embassy in Montevideo to
check the mail out of the ’’Deseado" on 10th December and into
the "Darwin” on 15th December.

2. The Postmaster has been informed.

Superintendent,
Posts & Telegraphs

J. 11. 60.

.nt endent



Government House,
Fall eland I sland s.

3 th 2fovc;:ibur I'JoO

The recent arrangement of having our surface mails
routed from Great Britain by either direct route or by the
vessel which connects most closely with ’Darwin’.:’ .sailings,
lias proved most successful, and I aiu glad to say that apart
from the ’Drina’ affair in A gust, there has been little or
no trouble with our U*K. mails, although this is not true
of the German despatches which continue to arrive in voaying
stages of violation. VZe are discussing this with the
German Administration, and no doubt they will follow the
same line.

There is, however, one pc int worrying me at the
moment, and this is our forthcoming Christmas mail, v.hich
we had hoped to sliip out direct by the ’A. . . * is
vessel has since been delayed, and consequ ntly will not
now arrive until some days after Christmas, which leaves
us with the ‘Deseado’ connection. Unfortunately ' Deseado*
is scheduled to arrive at Montevideo on December 10th, and
’Darwin’ docs not sail until December 15 th* This gives a
traitsit perio>.. of five days, which I fear is too long to bo
comfortable, and 1 am wondering if you would again assist

Kus in examining the mail on arrival, and wo will arrange
with the : aster of the ’Darwin’ to do likewise on loadin. .

C.I-h RCSE 1£SQ.

f4 fnw
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No. MEMORANDUM.

It is requested
that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above

B
mber and date
mid be quoted.

To The Honorable,
The Colonial Secretary,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

..... 8 th November...... 19 60.

From The Superiiitendent,

Post s & Telegraphs,...

..........STANLEY............

 
Object:- Violated Mails.

Of the 11- bags of German parcel mail received by R.R.S. ’’Shackleton’1
on 6th November, 19^0, three were violated and six parcels had been pilfered.

This mail was collected at Montevideo and bore no outward signs of
mistreatment on discharge here. The outer bags were sealed by the
stitching method. Two of the inner bags, also sealed at the neck, had
been slashed by a sharp instrument while the seal of the third inner
bag had been cut and was loose inside the bag.

2. The 57 bags of English mail carried direct from the United
Kingdom were in good order as were the two bags of air mail and three
bags of South Georgia mail routed via Montevideo.

 3. I attach, for information, a copy of a letter received from
the General Post Office, London, regarding the despatch of the
Christmas mails to the Falklands.

Superintendent
Posts & Telegraphs

//

/
I

I
i



DN.

C O P Y

POSTAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT,
Headquarters Building,

St. Mart in1s-le-Grand,
London, E.C. 1

7th October, 19&O.

Dear Sir,
I write to acknowledge your cable of 26th September,

informing us that the "Darwin" will await the "Deseado", due to
arrive at Montevideo on 10th December.

Vfe have that the sailing of the "Deseado" is to be
replaced by that of the "Darro" and we shall use this ship for
the conveyance of the Christmas mails. The "Darro’s" sailing
schedule will be the same as that of the "Deseado" . The bags in
this despatch will be fastened by a method which should give
any pilferer little scope of concealing his operations, but we
hope that the short time during which the mails will be at
Montevideo will prevent any mistreatment.

lam, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(sgd.) N.G. PAGE.

The Colonial Postmaster,
PORT STANLEY,

FALKLAND ISLANDS.





EXTRACT FROM LETTER. FROM ..MR,_S ♦.MILLER, ROY COVE, OF 28TH OCTOBER, i960.
ORIGINAL FILED IN 0270/W.

[ With regard to your earlier reply dated 17th September in
J.-iyiv connection withthe pilferage of mails by the Uruguayan Post Office

' I can only say that I am very sad to learn that all Government
can think of doing is to try another route, however inconvenient
it might be to the inhabitants of this Colony to wait very many
more weeks for reception. Many farms and we are one, get a large
number of tractor spares by post; we have had notification from’
U.K. of vitally required parts posted between 15th & 23rd August.
If these had come via Montevideo we should have had them towards
the end of September, As it is they have (presumably) come by
”A.E.S.” and we are still waiting and cannot get them here before
middle of November. You say that I do not realise that it is not
easy to tackle the matter in the manner suggested. I cannot see
why not provided of course that this Government is prepared to
stir up some mud in the process. If proof is required as you
suggest why not get the Chief Officer of the mail-carrying vessel
UK/M.Video to weigh the bags ashore to the Post Office in
Montevideo and the Post Office in Stanley, or better still the
Chief Officer on "Darwin”, weigh them again on receipt from the
Uruguayan people; that should fix the blame somewhere. I admit
it might cause some ill feeling in Montevideo but what does that
matter; to me it seems weak to condone deliberate thieving be
cause it is too much trouble to tackle it any other way.

However, Sir, it would appear that in this matter you and
I do not seem likely to see eye to eye so for our part we must
accept the present state of affairs - which can of course quite
easily continue for many years.

oJb .

IM



O27O/K

18th M over.ber, 6 0 •

ir,

■ very much regret that it . <-.s taken such a long tire
to ansmor your letter of October 29 th, I960*

2. ‘e regards the aircraft ay "eal . 1th the points
one by one?

Voidable 'imp: • ■■ .in-?:. : ?'■ . clear ?;h? t
•reant v.hon 7 cal? that thcx© marl been no avoidable Imlay.
You hal. implied that if ste 3 ha? been taken earlier to
obtain a missing part it would have been -?-ossiblc to put
the aircraft In the air sooner, and that there had there
fore been delay in putting the aircraft In the air viilch
could have been avoided, had the art been or- \lered promptly*
py reply meant that this ms not so. is .you have raised
the matter again ‘ mould like to take ho opmoi'tunity of
sondi -g you a copy of the report of Lho I: co.or of Civil
viation on this point* I? states hat it Is incorrect
o say that the aircraft mas ready for assembly jn June

and adds as folio, .-s: ’■ the fueelage in:-> noct:ion .as only
corr-onco? late in June, •?■. superficial nspocticn of
th© skin I'ovealed patches of corrosion around. -one of the
rivmts -and .it ??s decided ?o rem ..o'.. e ct tlie whole aircraft
by rosprayinr;* ?h..’.s opoiclion as ,ot coDiacnoed until
:>aguat and entailed Imo undercoats of sine cronat and tm’O
top coats of sea plane lac/ucr5'. :-t is agroe': bloat a
spare v;as r mjuireu. fror^ Canada to cor??lote the overhaul
but .o not thin?: that this tn any ;ay x'etarfef. progress,
since the SjXiro . as for the undex’ca* rlage and tills could
not be fitted vnuil she fuselage ?as complete* r?ho spaze
re ••nired as only ordered in July ano. ?• a .received ?n the
Colony on the south b.un - run of the 'ugust ’’harmln"*

Togress ?c>ovts: . liad not I’o■ liseu l.d.iat v/hilst ?he
service ■ as being maintained people • o- Id re j?iro progress
reports on the aircraft tliut vias out of action. "t is also
a little cdfflcvlt to see ho;? useful such pi*ogr?:ss x©ports
mould be* dasever .rill 9 .ke Uiis mat er up again ?ith
the director of Civil 9viation in v’.??:/ of ;vh?t you say.
’ r'ay mention tliat we have received information that ?he
parts tot ired fox* putting 1” in die air again . ill be
ready fox* shipment on December 6th.

3. ith/..............

. ’ iller, ’.si*, J.?.,
poy cpy..^

1D’/LH



2

3* .'ith j’egard io the violation of the mils T fed
sure that t«'O hove r ■ wundoxvtoo;! each cth-^r* ‘.C aaot 300
uhy w should not s-a eye to eyo on •;<'$ mitor* / vould
entirely &gr>o with yov that It would be very sad. if eno
1 •;••mt that Govom:ent eodd do nothing at all about the
violation of nails oxccyb send thc& by ^i-other route, but
1 mnnot imginc <7hero you did le-nrn thia* ? t is true
th&t no did take advantage of* the fact that vos.j is v/ero
soiling dirooi fxw the • J:vt.c- <;o send rail, which
I an sure you will agree was a prudent course, but T do not
know why you assured that GovwiTdrwnt v-c.a -. , .0 ieldnr; ^v;-
other action. Ton to.*? rad-? a 3Ug :t?2tian ai-aut reij&iing
the noil off the mil -•osier at ’'ontovideo aol co .a‘a C?I
to the "BaxYfin* and it is in fac<- so&ittiiny v'-r. - ilka this
•jMoh is dxvj&i.y b-olng don® an ? althoa/ h. •.■.<:• oo-^ot ;;--ot say
that *wfo are out of* the wood there has boon no vlolati^ of
the mil fw;.: since .";'s?-,t; ths i enters or '.hstober
Oixd uovcsibor walls hoh'^ r/ocolved fjit-.ol, <t is true t?xat
viola<.ions ol tlio rswll fro-: Corner ® oseun’ing and
you r: 111 :■:■ :oA’.s /; tiiat it is not ; owwlhlq ?0J. v-; eu-sy
sinrjy?. action which v/ill oncr/aj that i;Ms woa> not ’aoyycn.
'..c are Peever i.:k’..nr tho u:1-;."-‘ v;p \dih tlso w<utw.ox,*>
ities and it is looped i’•.-?/.; c.?on th ?so violations -vill L<?
prevented in future*

4* I liope T have no.? i.v-l. ■ tiio position clour atout
yevr t.;o eon;)lalnts* not ., •-.•oni.or .a- vro •.■.onld rave
aiV opportu;}. ty to discuss rw/licrs furGh?r verbally.

?.' aat
:.;ir,

Tour otedlvrit servant,

(SGD.) R.H.D, HANDERS

COWIiL . >
a Kicss^Mr. £• -

rdnr/ni. Copy in: 0604/A
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GREAT SMITH STREET

S.W.1

17th. November, 1960.

rference

eference.COM. 207/50/01

I have consulted the Post Office about your two letters _of the 7th October
concerning violated mail.

COLONIAL OFFICE
 SANCTUARY BUILDINGS

There vias unfortunately some confusion as to which bags were involved in the
mistreatment discovered when the ’’Drina” reached Montevideo on the 15th August.
Parcel bags and letter bags are numbered as separate despatches but, as the letter
bags include ’’small packets”, it is understandable that sometimes a ’’small packet”
gets described as a parcel. It has been confirmed that parcel despatches Nos. 19,
20 and 21 did indeed arrive intact. The Post Office Investigation Branch are now
making a full enquiry about the two bags included in letter mail despatch No.18.

Investigation Branch are also taking specia]. measures with the parcel and
registered letter mails to be despatched from London on the 18th November by the
’’Royston Grange” via Montevideo. It has been found that the system of stitching
employed for the parcel despatches of the 27th August was unsuitable for use as a
general rule but]a_new system of_sealing has been adopted, involving the use.of __
meta^ wire in addition to the string^__The metal wire is double,_with looped ends
which, after being twistecTby~means of a special instrument, will have the string
tie passedthrough the loops and sealed. This sealing will be done at the last
minute under thesurveTllance of the Investigation Branch who will accompany the
bags to the docks and keep them under close observation until they have been
loaded on the ship. These precautions should establish beyond doubt that the
mails are in good order when leaving this country. The _Captain_ of the ’’Royston
Grange” will ensure that there is no interference with the mail while jLt is in"his
charge; and the agents at Montevideo are being asked to exercise close supervision
during unloadingipr.or.ess_e.s_.aQ as. to s.ee.wh.ether any of the bags bear evidence of
tampering before_._handing over to the postal authorities there.

Your Postmaster has been told about these precautions and he has been asked
to pass the information to the Chief Officer of the ’’Darwin” who will be fully aware
of the points to look for when he takes over the mail. It is perhaps unfortunate
that the ’’Royston Grange” will be due to arrive at Monte video on the 8th December
whereas the ’’Darwin” will not leave until the 15th, so the mail will have to be in
the charge of the Uruguayan Post Office for a week. I am anxious to catch this
mail so have not delayed this letter to enquire whether any approach has been gjade
to our Embassy to arrange supervision of the mail during that week, but I will
follow up this point immediately.

I understand your Postmaster has supplied the G.P.O. here with information
about the ’’Darwin” sailings for the first quarter of 1961 so that despatches which
have to go via Montevideo can be confined to those ships which will give favourable
connections with the ’’Darwin” and the special precautions will continue for the
time being on all mails which cannot travel by direct ship.

(A. H. SHEFFIELD)

I hope that all these precautions will ensure that your Christmas mail arrives
safely

Sir Edwin Arrowsmith, K.C.M.G.
Government House

Port Stanley,
FALKLAND ISLANDS

eference.COM


JOth November I960

3)^
> : any thanks for your letter of the 17th November,
v; ich arrive-.. to-day. I’Sia' veiy~gratef 1 far all t e
interest you are taking in t, is natter 5 and for the co
deration we are X’cceiving iron the l ost Office.
Tilings certainly seem to be hiproving, and the special
sealing » and the desp tch of our mails by the ship
connecting as closely as possible with the ’Darwin,
is having good results.

I a: afraid the hil^assy in Montevideo will not
be able to arrange supervision of our rail • tiring
the week it will be there between the ar rival of the
1 Soyston Grange* on the 8th, and the departure of the
’Darwin* on the 15 th. Ve have, however, written to
the Lubas, r/ asking if they will assist in chocking
the mail out of ti e ’ Moys ton Grange* and on to the
’Darwin*. If we do fine any bags damaged when they
are received in the ’iarwir?, I think t at in view
of the precautions taken, we could take the matter
up strongly with the Urtiguayan Post Office.

I leave for South Georgia on the 6th December,
and expect to be- buck again here on the 22nd,



COPY

Postamt 7

II k c

(2Ua) Hamburg 1, den 9th November, I960
Huhne rpos ten 1
Fernsprecher: 2U 81 91/98 Nbst,

Postscheckkonto Hamburg Nr. 18 (Postamt 1 Hmb)
Bitte in der Antwort G-eschaftszeichen, Tag und

Ge gensland angeben)

To
The Postmaster

Port Stanley
Falkland Islands.

Dear Sir,

and

We shall send our next despatch by SdSo "Montferland”,
leaving Hamburg on 19th of November/arriving at Montevideo

on 12th of December regular.

We should like to know whether there is a departure

from Montevideo about every fortnight in the middle and at 

the end of each month.

Sincerely Your%

? ? ? ?

For the chief of the office of Hamburg 7

Copied IM



COPY

O35/2U
In any reply please ouote: 27353/59
Your reference:

S^1
POSTAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Headquarters Building
St, Martin’s-le-Grand
LONDON, E.C.l.

15th November, I960,

Dear Mr. Luxton,
0 AC'W^ I was pleased to learn from your letter of

v<) 20th October that the parcel despatches 22 and 23 both
arrived intact,

You will by now have received our letter of,
7th October saying that the ’’Darro” had taken the
place of the ’’Deseado”, I am sorry to say however
that the plans have again had to be changed because
the ’’Darro” will not now be calling at Montevideo; but
fortunately the ’’Royston Grange” (Houlder Bros.) sailing
on 18th November is due to reach Montevideo on 8th
December, so will be in good time to connect with the
Darwin,

I understand that the John Biscoe took a much
heavier load than normal, so probably a good part of
the Christmas mail was on this hsip but since we gave
the latest posting date for parcels as 7th November
(9th for letters) there will doubtless be Christmas
mail on the Rojrston Grange also.

I am glad to note that the ’’Darwin” will in future
normally await vessels which connect favourably at
Montevideo and thank you for the Darwin’s itinerary
for the first quarter of 1961 which will be most
helpful to us. We, for our part, have arranged for
the time being to take special precautions with the
mails which cannot travel by direct ship. The system
of stitching used for the despatches made on 27th August
was found to be unsuitable for use as a general rule but
starting with the despatch by the ’’Royston Grange” all
parcel bags and Registered letter bags will be tied twice;
firstly by a special double wire tie, and secondly by a
coloured string tie closely anchored to the looped ends
of the wire and sealed. Special surveillance is being
arranged from the time the bags are made up here until
they are taken over by the Shipping Co,, who in turn
have promised to keep a special watch on board and to
set up supervision arrangements during unloading processes
in Montevideo, I am sure you will be willing to co
operate by examining carefully each bag on arrival at
Port Stanley to see whether it has been cut and resewn,
or whether the wire or string tie shows evidence of
mistreatment All the bags used will be sound ones -
that is, we shall not use any that have previously been
repaired.

It would be appreciated if you would let the Chief
Officer of the ’’Darwin” know of the precautions we are
taking so that he will be well aware of the points to
look for.

HoT. Luxton, Esq,,
Postmaster,

Port Stanley,
FALmAND ISLANDS.

We/,



We are for the present continuing to weigh the
hags on despatch and we feel that it would he prefer
able for you to continue to do so on arrival if it is
not too troublesome.

I am afraid I cannot help you much regarding the
Enquiry forms you have sent to the Uruguayan Authorities,
but I can confirm that we experience similar difficulties
when dealing with this Administration.

Yours sincerely,

(J. B. ROSE)

Copied IM



No. MEMORANDUM.
It is requested

ence memo-
randx^^Bie above
numbe~and date
should be quoted.

his memo
lie above

1 st December, i960

------ -
K&Z q ano From The. Postmaster.j.

To The Supe rint endent,

Posts & Telegraphs,
General Post Office,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.
STANLEY.

Subject Nail Violations

I have the honour to report that all. the mail carried direct from
the United Kingdom on "board R.R.S. "John Biscoe” was received intact but
unfortunately the German parcel mail which the ’’John Biscoe” picked up
in Montevideo suffered violations. There were four bags in all and of
the three opened, one contained broached parcels with part contents
missing. The outer bags, sealed by the stitching method, showed no
signs of having been tampered vzith. The string of the seal on the
fourth outer bag was observed to be much looser than that on the other
three bags, although the stitching and lead seal were intact. This
aroused my suspicion and on closer investigation of the bag it was
possible to feel that the two parcels contained therein had been
tampered with, i.e. it was possible, even through the outer bag, to
place ones hand in obvious holes in both parcels. The bag has not
been opeded.

2. In the absence of concrete evidence to the contrary the
Falkland Islands Post Office cannot be above suspicion in the eyes of
the German Postal Authoritiesalthough they have been very tolerant in
similar cases of violations in the past. As there is no German Consular
representative here who we could call to witness the opening of the bag,
it might be a good idea if we returned the bag unopeded to Germany,
together with a covering letter, in order that they may see for themselves
how the bag was received here?

Postmaster.

Hon. Col. Sec
1 was present when the German parcel mail was dealt with

and confirm the P.M’s. statement. His suggestion to send the bag unopened
back to Germany is a good one and I support it. But before proceeding
further and having in view the high level at which the question of mail
violations is being handled, I should be most grateful for your guidance.

Superintendent,
Posts ^/Telegraphs



^6

u^ Ko S^fcJCc^
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OTC :

Decode.
TELEGRAM.

,, Governor, Falkland Islands,From........................... ............................................... \..........

,r Ambas sador. Montevideo.Tor................................................

Despatched: 7th December, 19 60, Time: 1000.

Received: 19 Time :

After August no further violation of British
mails yet but violation of German mails continues.
Ll bags shipped on ’’Biscoe” from Montevideo Post
Office 2 onened intact one opened and violated one
still unopened but obviously violated by method
unknown, This bag inspected by me and now in my
custody. May I send unopened to Montevideo by
next "Darwin” for examination by German Authorities.

Governor,



060U/A

7th December, 60

Sir,

1 confirm my telegram of even date, viz. -

"After August no further Violation of British mails
yet but violation of German mails continues.
bags shipped on ’Biscoe’ from Montevideo POst Office
2 opened intact one opened and violated one still
unopened but obviously violated by method unimown.
This bag inspected by me and now in my custody.
May I send unopened to Montevideo by next Darwin
for examination by German Authorities."

2. The continued violation of German mails is now
giving rise to increasing concern and is replacing to a
certain extent the similar treatment experienced on British
mails, which has fortunately declined rapidly since we were
able to synchronise the connections with R.M.S. "Darwin".
Ther German Authorities have now been advised 6f "Darwin’s"
sailings add have agreed to do likewise.

3. It still seems exceedingly desirable to try and
detect the violation as soon as possible after it occurs,
if for no other reason in order to prove conclusively to
the German authorities that; the violations do not occur here.
It is for that reason tnat I have taken the action contem
plated by my telegram and returned the suspect bag for ex
amination if possible Byrthe German Authorities.

One other point that it troubling me at the moment
is.this. I have recently received information that our air
mail despatch S/N 19 which left here by R.M.S. "Darwin" on
8th November, i960, did not arrive in London until 2nd Decem
ber, the same date on which the accompanying surface despatch
arrived. It would appear that ovr air bag must have been
loaded on to the mail ship and carried all the way by sea.
I am wondering if I can again seek your assistance to ask you
to investigate the matter for me. If mails for which air
mail rates have been paid to this government are in fact get
sent by sea mail it placed this government in~an embarrassing
position.

but in case the information has not reached you I quote
following extract from his letter of 17th November

unloading processes
bear evidence of
postal authorities

5. ¥ou will have heard from Mr. Sheffield about the

H.B.M. Ambassador,
British Embassy

MONTEVIDEO

"a new system of sealing has been adopted, involving the
use of metal wire in addition to the string. The metal
wire is doubled, with looped ends which, after being
twisted by means of a special instrument, will have the
string tie passed through the lopps and sealed. The
Captain of the "Royston Grange" will ensure that there
is no interference with the mail while it is in his
charge; and the agents at Montevideo are being asked
to exercise close supervision during
so as to see whether any of the bags
tampering before handing over to the
there . "

’ A new arrangemwnts for sealing ouf parcel mail from Great Brit-
ain
the

hlb/mf



- 2 -

Perhaps you would be good enough to assist as far as
possible in this matter and likewise take vzhatever
precautions possible to ensure the t safety of our Jan
uary mail which is due to arrive in Montevideo by
Brasil Star on 12th January and will remain there
until lifted by "Darwin on the 21st.

I am,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

K. I) V \ \
(Sgd.) -LvBound.

for COLONIAL SECRETARY





Decode.
TELEGRAM

From Henderson, Montevideo,

rr. Governor, Port Stanley,
io.........................................................................

Despatched: 9th December, 19 60, Time-. 1157,

Received: 10th December, 19 60, Time: 1000,

Your telegram of December 7th,

I consider it would be better on this
occasion to return only the empty bag and
labels with report on contents and circumstances.

Henderson.

Crox.<<_^

(Intld,)
DM



ESTABLISHED 1901

CODES USED
A. I. - A. B. C. STH. EDITION

NEW BOE CODE WITH "Q" LIST
BENTLEY'S

P. O. BOX 193
COLON 1486-90

BOWOTVJD.EO
(URUGUAY)

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS
MACSTAPLE MONTEVIDEO

08382
TELEPHONES 05O^2

8 2940
T. T. 27

Colonial Secretary
PORT STANLEY

December 9th I960

Dear Sir:-

We beg to acknowledge receipt of your favour^
No* 0604/A dated 30th August last, contents of^ which"
have been noted and regarding same have acted accord
ingly. We trust all the bags in question arrived with
out pilferage.

JAD/vD.

AGENTS OF:
Royal Mall Linen, Ltd. - The Pacific Steam Navigation Co. - Cla. Maritime Holandosa (Uruguay) 6. A., 8s. Aires, Asuncl6n - Rotterdam South America Lino -
Van Nlevelt Goudriaan & Co’s Stoomvaart MuatachapplJ N. V. - South America West Africa Lino - Holland Intoramorlca Lino - Holland America Line - Cory
Brothers 4 Co. Ltd. - Salin Shipping Companies - Flota Morcanto del Estado, Paraguay - Phe. Van Ommoron N. V., - Rotterdam - Navlora Chllona del Pacifico
S. A. Valparaiso, Santiago - Cla. do Acoro del Pacifico, S. A. (Sec. Marltlma) Santiago - San Vlconto - Naviora Coronel 8. A., Valparaiso - Cla. Maritime Valek
& Monckton S. A., Valparaiso - Johnson Brotland Ltd., Liverpool - Universal Shipping & Agoncios Ltd., Llvorpool - Improver S. A. (Repros. Marltlma), Madrid -
Tho Falkland Islands Trading Company, Ltd. - Colonial Government of tho Falkland Islands - Crown Agents for tho Colonies - J. O. Hewett & Co. Ltd., London -
Vitalis L. A. Milanowskl, Bs. Aires - Slmoco S. A., Bs. Aires - Comar S. R. L.. Bs. Aires - Polar S. R. L.. Be. Aires - Sudatlantlca S. A. Bs. Alroa - Marflco S.
R. L. Bs. Aires - Lucero & Bramanto, Bs. Aires - Arnaldo Braggio & Cla. Bs. Aires - Trebel Emp. do Nav. S. R. L. Bs. Aires - Tho Liverpool & London A
Globo Ins. Co. Ltd. - The Marino Ins. Co. Ltd. - Thames & Mersey Marino Ins. Co. Ltd. - Tho Federal Ins. Co. Ltd. - Tho Vanguard Ins. Co. Ltd. . Companla’
do Soguros "El Globo”.

Also GENERAL SALES AGENTS FOR BOM



No._____________
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence io this memo-
ranthe above
iiulW^ and date
shouicTbe quoted.

•.‘V\ 7.
MEMORANDUM.

22nd .December j...I960*

215,

To The .Superintendentj
Posts & Telegraphs,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

From The Postmaster,

STANLEY.

Subject Violated Mails.

I have the honour to report as follows on the mail which arrived on
R.M.S. "DARWIN" yesterday

All the English parcel mail bags and Registered letter bags received
were tied twice; firstly by a double wire tie and secondly by a coloured
string tie closely anchored to the looped ends of the wire and sealed with
lead seals. All the bags were sound ones which had not been previously
repaired. No outward signs of violation were apparent but on opening one
of the parcel bags, three parcels were violated with part or entire contents
missing. The remainder of the parcel and registered mail sealed by the
wire method was intact.

2. One bag of letter and small packet mail (not wire sealed) had
part of its contents pilfered. The bag was in perfect condition but it
was observed that the seal differed somewhat from the seal normally used
by the G.P.O. London.

3. Of the 155 bags of mail shipped under special surveillance by
the "ROYSTON GRANGE”, four (one Registered and three letters) failed to
arrive and two bags (one parcels and one letters and small packets) were
violated as set out in the preceding two paragraphs.

4. One bag of 2nd Class air mail which should have left London
on 1st December did not arrive on "DAR'.TTN" nor did the mail which the
German authorities had arranged to ship on the "MONTFERLAND" due at
Montevideo on 12th December. The "DARWIN" did not sail from Montevideo
until 17th December.

H.C.S.
The above report from the Postmaster is submitted for information.
2. The G.P.O. London and

advised by telegraph.
the German Postal Authorities

SupW’intemd
Posts & Telegraphs

are being

I
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Vide 273

I discussed the violations etc. of the mails on
the last "Darwin” with S/PT and Postmaster.

1. 3 parcels from a parcel bag were violated. One
was apparently for Port Howard store one for Philomel
Store the third I forget. As regards contents:
leather belts and head squares were mentioned - there
was nothing really valuable.

2. A bag containing packet mail hafji part of its
contents pilfered. As package mail does not contain
anything except letters and small packages and is not
usually valuable the precautions are not taken with it.

(i) We do not know what was stolen. The seal had been
renewed and a CUBAN one stamped on. This could perhaps
have been done anywhere. The seal was an old one which
might have been picked up and clamped on.

(ii) As regards precautions taken with the "Royston
Grange" mail of which this formed part please see 258.

(iii) As regards the parcel bag at no stage - even when
it arrived here was there any evidence of tampering.

(iv) We can now think of no explanation except that it
was an inside job at the G.P.O. (We also remember
that in the case of the registered mail which came by
the "Driha" some time ago it was found violated when
being landed for the "Drina").

(v) The G.P.O. have been informed and are presumably
investigating and we could await a further letter from
them but perhaps Y.E. would like to write again to
Mr. Sheffield to get things hotted up a bit. Could
there perhaps be somebody in the G.P.O. paid to steal
things of little value as a blind?

(vi) I wondered whether this was a matter for Interpol
of whose doings one sometimes sees exciting films.

(vii) The other thing is that of second class airmail "
fer England and also the German mail that failed to
arrive. This is being followed up and no further
action is needed at present.

rhdm/lh
3rd January, 1961.



RESTRICTED 2-77

(1511/60)
BRITISH EMBASSY,

MONTEVIDEO

December 29, 1960

Thank you for your official letier 0604/A of December 7
addressed to the Ambassador about mailT

I am glad to hear that the situation of the mails from the
United Kingdom has improved and was interested to see the extract
from the letter from Sheffield of the G.P.O., which had not
otherwise reached me. Although I note that the G.P.O. are now
trying to synchronise the arrival in Montevideo of mails for the
U.K. with the monthly DARWIN sailings, I have reinstituted the
system of checking here. This is only possible, however, if the
Uruguayan postal authorities notify us of the arrival of a
consignment of mail as soon as they receive it. I have recently
made this clear again to them and, provided they do let us Imow,
someone from the Embassy will inspect the bags. If the consign
ment is a small one, it may be possible to look at them all and
even seal them all (with simple lead^seals fixed round the neck
containing the one word ’’Montevideo”). But if there is a large
number of bags, I am afraid it will be quite impossible for us
to inspect them all and we shall only be able to make an arbitrary
selection, which will of course be entirely “hit or miss”. I
understand, for example, that the JOHN BISCOE carried about 300
sacks of mail for Port Stanley and a number of this order is quite
beyond our scope. I should also add that it is, in my view,
pointless for us to check the bags after they have been in the
custody of the Uruguayan authorities for several days; our check,
on arrival, should relate to the period before they get into
Uruguayan hands and, if you wish, they might be checked again on
board the DARWIN to cover the period in Montevideo.

I am sorry to hear you have been having trouble with German
mails. This is, I am afraid, not a matter which we can do much
about here and it was for this reason that we suggested, in our
telegram of December 5? that the bag, which you considered had been
violated, should be opened at your end and the contents removed.
The despatch of German mails is the responsibility of the German
postal authorities and remains so until they reach their
destination. If, as a result of reports from you, the German
authorities in Bonn,decide to instruct the German Embassy here to
investigate violations of German mail for the Falkland Islands
and to do so in co-operation with us, we shall of course be glad
to help. But in the absence of any such arrangement, neither we
nor the Uruguayan postal authorities feel competent to open the
bag which you returned to Montevideo. It shows no outward sign
of having been violated and, as the Uruguayan official to whom we
showed it commented, it is possible that the parcels inside which
feel as if they had been opened, have simply got damaged in
transit. In any case if there has been a violation, which can
only be discovered by opening the bag and examining the contents,
it seems, on the face of it, quite probable that it happened in
Germany, possibly in the Post Office itself, in which case there
is nothing that either we here or the Uruguayans can do about it.

R.G. Manders, Esq.,
Colonial Secretary,

F alkland Islands,
PORT STANLEY

/We ...
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We are returning the bag to you in the KISTA DAN, exactly as it
was sent and I hope that the above explanation will show you why
we have not been able to do more in this case.

This brings me to the question of examination of mail coming
from countries other than the United Kingdom. If the Uruguayan
authorities have no objection to our doing so, we will try to
look at this too on arrival in Montevideo. But naturally we cannot
put our seal on the bags, nor can we take any official action here
in the case of violations being spotted. All we can do is inform
you of anything unusual which we discover. But we may well find
that the quantity of mail involved makes it quite impossible for
us to undertake the examination of bags coming from anywhere else
than the United Kingdom.

As regards the complaint about your air mail despatch S/N19
which was sent on from Montevideo by surface means, I have spoken
to the Director General of the Post Office about this and followed
up with a letter. Obviously nothing can be done about this
particular case but I hope that my intervention viH ensure that
more care is taken in future. In fact I understand from
McLean « Stapledon that a good part of the blame must rest with
the ship’s officer who accepted a mail bag clearly marked for
despatch by air, and they will take steps about this. But of
course the bag should never have been offered to him in the first
pl ace•

One final point concerns your Christmas mail about which you
wrote to me in your letter of November 8. In fact it was the
DARRO which arrived in December not the DESEADO and unfortunately
the ship did not call at Montevideo but went on straight to
Buenos Aires. I believe, however, that your mail may after all
have been put on the JOHN BISCOE which carried a large number of
bags for Port Stanley. In any case I hope that with the
consignment which is going in the KISTA. DAN, you will now have
received all you expect.

We will certainly carry out an inspection of your January
mail which is due to arrive in the BRAZIL STAR and I hope that
the new method of sealing will ensure that violations are made
virtually impossible.

With all good wishes for the New Year,

RESTRICTED
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Port Howard.,
West Falkland Islands.

December doth.lybO.

The Colonial Secretary,
Stanley.

Dear Sir,

I have received notification from the Postmaster that a parcel ex U.K.
addressed to me was received at the Post Office in a violated condition, the
bulk of the contents missing. As you must be fully aware this violation of
Her Majesty’s mail has been going on for years.

I understand that strong representation has been
General and one is told that everytning possible is oeing
serious state of affairs, but the pilfering still goes on
to wond.er for how much longer.

made to the Postmaster
done to remedy this
and one is forced

I have been told unof f icially that the mail on arrival in Montevideo
is just dumped in an open fronted building with no apparent care being taken
as to its safe keeping, on the other hand it could be broached in transit, but
the fact remains that it is the mail via Monte that suffers.

Before I came to the Falklands in lybb I had conversation with Col.
O.E.Crosthwaite Eyre M.P. for the New Forest Division of Hampshire (no doubt a
personal friend of yours, as indeed he was of my fathers) and he told me not to
hesitate in contacting him if at any time he could be of service to me, therefore
it is my intention to write to him by the next outgoing mail and. see if he can
stir up some action to prevent this continued pilferage.

It has got to the stage now where one is almost afraid to order any-
- thing from the U.K., as there is no guarantee that it will be despatched by
direct shipment.

c. c. Po s t mast e r, S t anl ey.

3|^i-





Port Howard,
West Falklands.

January- 3rd. 1961.

The Colonial Secretary,
Stanley.

Dear Sir,

I enclose copy of letter which I have forwarded to Col.Crosthwaite
Ey re, M. P. ----

Yours sincerely,

C



SOUTH ATLANTIC

January 2nd. 61.

Col. O.E.Crosthwaite E£rre,M.P.,
"Warren”,
Bramshaw,
Hant s.,ICngland.

Dear Sir,

My father, the late Aid. H.F. Miller J.P., was a personal friend of
yours and yojf'recall having conversation with me in the New Milton Conservative
Club on the occasion of their annual dinner early in 1953. I then told you
that I was soon going to the Falkland Islands, after wishing me good luck,
you then said that if at any time you could be of assistance to me I was to
let you know.

My problem is not a personal one by any manner of means, it affects
the whole of this Colony. For some years now our incoming mail from U.K. arrives
violated, in some cases the whole contents of parcels have been pilfered.

If insured, one can claim,if not insured, a dead loss, in either case
we are without the goods.

The "powers that be" out here have time and again reported the state
of affairs to the Postmaster General, what action has been or is being taken
I am not in a position to know, the fact remains that the pilferage still
continues. The mail that comes direct by m.v. "AES" (charter boat) R.R.S.John
Biscoe and R.R.S.Shackleton seems to get through alright but that which comes
via Montevideo does not, so it appears that that is where the trouble lay.

Would you please on behalf of all Falkland Islanders use your good
offices and see if something can be done to once and for all stop this violation
of Her Majesty’s mail.

I have forwarded a copy of this letter to the Colonial Secretary of
these Islands.

With kind regards and best wishes for 1961,

Tours sincerely,

c. c.Col. Sec,

S.F.Miller.



W;__06(Va<

5th January, 1961.

Dear Mr. Miller,

I an exceedingly sorry about the violation of
your mail, it was a blow to all of us since for some time
lately there had been no violation of English nail (though
German mail, is still suffering severe losses through theft).
I can assure you that the authorities in Englund have been
treating the matter very seriously indeed and now when they
hear of this they will no doubt increase their efforts.

Thank you for sending me a copy of your letter
to Colonel Crosthwaite. Eyre.

Miller, Esq.,
FORT WARD"

Yours sincerely^

R. H. D. Manders.

HHD-i/KF
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H.C. S.

This is all pretty discouraging. It is difficult
to understand how the specially sealed bag could have been
opened and the parcels violated, but it is equally hard
to understand why parcels containing contents of such small
value should be ilfered in the U*K. I really do not
see why anybody in the G.P. 0. should steal things of
little value as a blind, and from what I saw myself at
Mount Pleasant, I do not think pilferage in any case
would be very easy.

I understand that the four bags (one registered
and 3 letter), which were shipped under special supervision
by the ’^oyston Grange’ have still not been received.
Do we know, in fact, that they were shipped and off-loaded
at Montevideo?

JLx* Via vviSrtA

5th January 1961

G.h Ct.



No. o^/c/70
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence!  ̂this memo-
ran.j^A the above
numW and date
should be quoted.

To: Superintendent,

MEMORANDUM.

5 th January, 19

From: Postmaster,

STANLEY.

Posts & Telegraphs,
Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject Violated Hails

I have the honour* to report the follovzing in
connection with the mail received per mv’Kista Dan’
021 the 3rd January.

All English Parcel and Surface mail received
in good condition.

2. One bag German Parcel Mail, loaded in
Montevideo, contained four violated parcels.
This bag was sealed by the stitching method and
outwardly appeared intact. It was hov/ever possible
to feel through the bag that the contents had been
tampered with. The bag was opened in the presence of
The Honourable, The Colonial Secretary, the value of
the missing items amounted to some £300.

3. The bag of 2nd class Air Mail reported nd.ssing
in my Memo dated 22nd December was received intact
per’Kista Dan*. This bag had been over-Carried to
Buenos Aires.
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H.C.S.,
I agree.
The incidence of theft from Falklands mail has reached

such an extent that I feel it is time more drastic measures were
taken to put down the violations.

The thefts cannot in my opinion be the work of amateur
crooks. The pattern of events leads one to believe that a
highly organised gang (possibly international) are operating
over the route which our mail has to travel. In considering
the evidence from one angle the finger points immediately to
Uruguay as/;only mails which suffer violations are those routed
via Montevideo. But there are other facts which put Uruguay
in the clear and leads one to suspect that the thefts are
occurring in the offices of origin of the mails in question.
I refer to both German and English mails which are received
here with specially prepared stitched seals intact; but on
opening the bags the inner bags are slit and valuable contents
such as cameras and watches removed from the parcels. Take
for instance the parcel mail shipped ’under special surveillance’
by the “Royston Grange”. I am not aware what the special surveill.
entailed but whatever measures were taken failed and one bag of
parcels was violated. The seal (specially stitched, wired and
lead sealed) was in perfect condition as was the outer bag.

I am quite convinced that the violations do not take
place on board the ship which normally carries our mail from
Montevideo to the Colony. In support of this, I travelled on
the route with the mail recently and was completely satisfied
that the security measures taken by the Captain and Chief Officer
of R.M.S. “Darwin” precluded access to the mail until the hatches
were lifted and the mail discharged in Stanley. Postal officials
were present before the hatches and mail locker were opened and
the bags kept under surveillance until the seals were broken in
the Post ogfice. My contention regarding security on this part
of the voyage is also borne out by the fact that H.M.S. Protector
carried mail for us from Montevideo on one occasion and mounted a
Marine guard over it during the voyage. This mail was found to
be violated on opening - the seals being intact.

One reads of similar types of mail violations on air
routes elsewhere - the one case which attracted my attention was
a series of mail violations which involved thousands of pounds
worth of diamonds sent from Tel Aviv by normal passenger flight
to Teheran where the mail remained overnight before being sent on
to Hong Kong by another airline. B.O.A.C. security men got on to
this and a Teheran Post Office Clerk was convicted of the theft.
Is there not some similar security organisation which could be
employed on our mail route? Perhaps the matter could be raised
at Colonial Office/P.M.G. level?

4
Supt., P. & T.
10.1.61.
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i H.C.S.

I see at 259 in this file in my reply to Sheffield* s
. letter at 258, I said that-we have, however, written to the
i Embassy asking if’ they will assist in checking the mail out
of the' "Royston Grange" and onto the "Darwin"/'’ but it does

■ not seem that this was done, for the only mention I see of
it is at the foot of 267 and at the top of 268. This letter
would not have reached Montevideo in time for the Embassy

; to take action, and although the shipping company may have
taken action in accordance with the G-P. 0. *s request, as
set out in 261, I am not clear whether any special measures

I were taken by the Embassy in this instance.
..

I see that at 244 we mentioned the Christmas mail
arriving in the "Desaatdo", which was apparently replaced by
the "Darro" and ultimately by the "Royston Grange".
Unfortunately, the Embassy may not have been aware of these

. changes.

18 th Januaiy 176.1

-

ft-



MEMORANDUM.

It is requested
that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
numhjfcmd date
shoulSBF quoted. To The Superintendent

26th January, 1961

From The .Postmaster, P.Q s t s.. Tele graphs ,.
General Post Office

Stanley, Falkland Islands. STANLEY

Subject Mail Violations.

I have the honour to report that all mail received by ”DAR.Y/IN” on

25th January was intact with the exception of one bag of parcels from

London. This bag contained three parcels all of which had been broached.

As in previous cases of mail violations the outer bag and seal bore no

signs of mistreatment but the inner bag was slashed.

Postmaster.
H.C.S.

' b

Above for information and record, please



Decode.
TELEGRAM SENT

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: 30.1.61 Time .1040 Received . 30.1.61

PRIORITY

REPLY URGENTLY REQUIRED

Confidential No. 12. Following from Sheffield begins.

Time . 1500

Your letter November 30th have been led to believe ’^oyston
Grange1 mail was rifled. Would welcome any information about result
of check on transfer from ’Royston Grange’ to ’Darwin’ and whether
Master of ’Darwin’ challenged any bags. We are now preparing approach
through Foreign Office. Ends.

I+CS

Vvv Via W Rtf.
VO’V'T/xJcct. CAv-P iA VW 0'i’V

CYPER ’E» & GTC : MW
1 ' C f-



Decode.
▼ TELEGRAM SENT,

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 31.1.61 Time: 2uoo Received: Time:

PRIORITY
No, 17

CONFIDENTIAL

Following for Sheffield. Your telegram No. 12.
Following are details of mail ex‘Royston Grange’ received Stanley
December 21st:-

All English parcel mail bags and registered letter bags
received were tied twice. Firstly by a double wire tie
and secondly by a coloured string tie, closely anchored
to the lead ends of the wire, and sealed with lead seals.
All bags were sound ones, which had not been previously
repaired. No outward signs of violation were apparent,
but on opening one of the parcel bags, three parcels were
found violated, with part or entire contents missing.
Parcels contained nothing of particular value - leather
belts and headsquares.

One bag of letter and small packet mail (not wire sealed)
had part of its contents pilfered. The bag was in
perfect condition, but it was observed that the seal
differed from that used by the G. P. 0. , London. The
seal had been renewed, and a Cuban one staiiped on. The
seal was an old one, which might have been picked up
and clamped on.

Apart from the above incidents, of the 155 bags shipped
in ’Royston Grange’ four (one registered and three letters)
failed to arrive, and have not yet appeared. The G.P. 0.
telegraphed on January 26th that the ,fioyston Grange’ had
a clear discharge for the correct number of bags at Monte
video.

2. ‘Royston Grange* mail was in Montevideo from discharge on
December 8th until taken on board ’Darwin’ on December 17th.

3» 26 bags British parcel mail received ‘Darwiri January 25th
bag of parcel mail containing 3 parcels had been rifled. Parcels
contained respectively cheap clothes (probably), tools and
stationary (including ball point pens). I examined this bag
personally. It felt light and it was possible to feel loose
packing from outside. Seal and wire tie appeared in perfect
condition. Bag appeared to be handstitched with black thread
and there was no sign that any stitching had been removed and
resewn. Inner bag had been cut. These 26 bags of parcel mail
had been in Montevideo from January 12th to January 21st.

4, All parcel mail received direct by ‘John Biscoe’ November 30th
‘Kista Dan’ January 3rd and’A. E. S.’ January 5th received intact.

5. It continues to look like Montevideo but how do they get
round the wire tie?

CYPHER ’E’ : MW
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TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 3.2.61 Time: 1500 Received: Time:

NO. 22

CXMFIPENTIAL

Folio-wing for Sheffield. My telegram 31st January, and
my letter JOth November. I am afraid that owing to a misunderstanding
Embassy, Montevideo, were not specifically asked to check mail 1-Royston
Grange1 but in this particular instance, inspection would have made no
difference since when the bag of parcel mail was received here there
was no outward sign triat it load been tarrpered with. As mentioned in
telegram No. 17 the four missing bags one registered and three letters)
were apparently received in Montevideo and have not yet appeared here.

CYPHER ’E1 : W
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Government 11 < use 9
FolldLand Islands.

7th February 1^61

As no doubt you know, in spite of the precautions
that the G.P.O. are taki? g by putting special fastenings
on bags of parcel mail directed to the Falklands, two bags
have arrived here with the seals apparently perfectly intact,
but with the contents rifled. I enclose copies of telegrams
between Sheffield and myself on this matter. A.Ti. Sheffield
is head of the Communications Department in the Colonial
Office.

We load intended to ask your .. -kabassy if they could
take special precautions to check the mail from the ’Royston
Grange*, but unfortunately, owing to a misunderstanding,
this was not done. Even if special precautions had been
taken and if, by any chance, the one bag of parcel mail had
been violated before arrival in Montevideo, 1 do not think
this could poss.bly have been spotted, for the seal appeared
to be perfectly intact when it arrived here, and until this
bag was opened there was no indication that the contents had
been interfered with. by this mil also four bags of letter
mail (one registered and three letters) have apparently dis
appeared in Montevideo, for the G.P.O. informed us that the
•Royston Grange’ had a clear discharge for the correct number
of lags at Montevideo. You will also see from ltj telegram
to Sheffield that one bag of letter and small packet mail had
its contents pilfered, and a Cuban seal had been cLupcd on
the string instead of an English one.

The indications are still, I think, tliat these violations
occur when bags spend some time in the Montevideo Post Office,
but the GZj. dollar question is how do they get round the wire
tic? We found that an ordinary string tic could be slipped
over the neck of the bag, and could be worked back on, but I
do not see how this could be done with the special wire fastening.

When I was in London I went round Mount leasant Post
Office to see how Falkland Islands mail is handled, and 1
cannot believe these violations occur there. In the first
place, all parcel mail sent direct to the Falklands from
England has arrived intact, and the way in which contents of
bags are pilfered seems to indicate that the person doing the
job does not understand English. As far as the English mail
goes, items of comparatively small value seem to be stolen, ana

n. E. SIR MALCOLM HENDERSONK.C.1I. G.

sac ne t
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it always seems rather a hit and miss business, V»rc are
satisfied that adequate precautions are taken to safeguard
our mail on the •Darwin’ , and these robberies definitely do
not occur in the Falklands.

Apart from the English mail we have had, as you know,
some very serious losses in German parcel mail destined for
the Colory. This mail contains items such as cameras and
binoculars of quite considerable value, and the theft of these
is not altogether surprising. The idea in sending the bag of
German mail back to Montevideo was to have it opened in the
presence of a member of the German Embassy, because the postal
authorities here felt tliat the German post Office could not be
as sure as we are tint these robberies do not take place in the
Falklands, Hose wrote to Manders about this, and I agree
entirely that in the absence of any special arrangements it
would liave been quite impossible for the bag to the opened in
Montevideo.

Just to make things more difficult, our last consignment
of parcel mail from Germany of nine bags, some of which had been
in Montevideo for over a month, was received intact!

I do not know just what the "approach" thx'ough the
Foreign Office, which Sheffield mentions, will be. Ehilc I
was in London v/c discussed in general terms the possibility
of a Post Office detective a-comoanying the mail all the way
through from England to the Falklands, but since he could not
have the bags under his eye if they were in Montevideo fox* a
week or so, I do not know if this would get us much further.

I am sorry to worry you with all this, but I think I
should put you as fully in the picture as I can. I am marking
this letter secret, because the telegrams, of which copies are
enclosed, were sent in cypher.

Copies of telegrams sent:

297
299
300


